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Using TerraPro  
How to use TerraPro to save time, avoid data errors and streamline 
your paperwork. 

erraPro Professional Funeral Home Software is designed to save you time. Although 
TerraPro was written to be easy to use, this manual can help you by pointing out some of 
the timesaving features you may have missed while using TerraPro.  Throughout the 
manual, you will see icons (little pictures or figures), which will point out information 

you may want to remember. 

When you see icons next to paragraphs, look for valuable information about topics of interest, 
test your grasp of a particular subject, or get “hands-on” keyboard experience in trying out various 
tasks.  

 

  We suggest you keep the manual near your computer for quick 
reference. 

  Use the Table of Contents or Index to quickly find the answer to the question 
  you have.  If you cannot find the answer in the manual, please don’t hesitate 

to 
  phone us at 513-484-9729 or email us at haldemandavid@gmail.com 

 

How to Start TerraPro 
After TerraPro is installed on your computer you will have an icon (pictured at left) 
on your main computer screen (called the desktop) or on your Windows Start Menu. 
Using your mouse, move the cursor  (usually an arrow – it’s the thing that moves 
when you move the mouse) so that it is over the TerraPro icon (at left) and click 
twice quickly (this is called double-clicking).  If this doesn’t start the program, try 

double-clicking a little slower.  If it still doesn’t start, use the right-hand mouse button and click 
once over the icon, then left-click over the word Open. 
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Adjusting the Double Click Speed 
The speed of the double click can be adjusted. Click on the Windows Start 
button, choose Control Panel, choose Mouse, and adjust the Double-Click 
speed to your liking. Click OK to save and close the Control Panel by clicking 
the X in the upper right corner. 

Choosing a Company 
After starting TerraPro, you may or may not see a Company Selection Screen. If you do not, and 
the program just starts opening files and presents you with the main TerraPro screen as shown 
below, this means you only have one company set up.  When we refer to companies, we mean 
branches of the funeral home, or Pre-need companies set up to handle the Pre-need cases for your 
funeral home.  Each company provides separate accounting, billing and reporting functions. 

• To setup a new branch or Pre-need company. See Appendix B, setting up new 
companies.  You will need to obtain a license file for each new company or branch 
you add, if the name is different. Call TerraPro at 513-484-9729 to revise your license. 

• To select a company, click on the image of the desired company.  

• To quit without selecting a company, press the Escape key (upper left of your 
keyboard labeled “Esc” or click the Quit button 

 

Something to watch for:  Occasionally, you may click on the TerraPro 
icon on your desktop more than once, and you may start more than one 
instance of the program.  This can cause unexpected results, as TerraPro 
will behave as if two people are using the program at the same time.  This 

is not a problem on a network (two or more computers linked together as one), but it is a 
waste of resources of your computer.  

 

To assure that you only have one copy, check the taskbar at the bottom of your screen (or 
top or sides if you have moved it) to see if there is another copy running.  If it looks like 
the task bar shown above, select a copy by clicking on it, and close it down using the Quit 
button in the lower left corner. Keep closing until you have only one copy of TerraPro 
running.  This same warning applies to other programs you might be running, too.  Many 
users have reported they keep two or three copies running to work on multiple cases, but 
we cannot guarantee the program to work as described in this manual if you follow this 
practice. 

  

 

Mouse or Keyboard? 
Many times, you can use the Enter or Tab key on the keyboard rather than reaching for the mouse. To 

navigate (move around) lists using the keyboard, use the up and down arrow keys. 
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Main TerraPro Screen 
We will refer to this screen often throughout this manual. 

 

FIGURE 1  Main TerraPro Screen or Window. 

To change the picture, use the right mouse button and click on it. This 
brings up a box known as the dialogue box. Dialogue means having a 
conversation with someone. In this case the computer is asking you a 
question: “What picture do you want to use as your wallpaper?” We will use the 
mouse to find a file containing the picture you desire. 

Let’s Do It! TerraPro wallpaper picture files are stored in a folder called 
images\wallpaper. You also may have pictures in your My Documents/My 
Pictures folder*. We suggest that all TerraPro related pictures be stored in the 
TerraPro\Images folder so they may be easily accessed from your network. If 
you double click your cursor on the folder icon labeled images, then double 

click again on the folder labeled wallpaper, you will see a list of files describing the wallpaper 
pictures. Double click it to choose it. 

If you cancel choosing a picture, you will get no picture. You will be asked if this is a permanent 
change, or just for this session. This is handy if you want to have a plain color as your background. 
Right click on the plain background to change the color. Unless you made this change permanent, 
the next time you start TerraPro the picture will be back! 

Why do all this just for a picture? 
Later on, when we print memorial folders with pictures, you will use this same technique to 
choose a picture for the card. Practicing it now will save you learning time later on when you 
need cards in a hurry! Learning to navigate around your computer’s files and folders is 
extremely helpful and strongly suggested. 

 

* We STRONGLY suggest you place all funeral related images in the TerraPro Images folder so that all users have easy 
access to them. 

If you don’t like the 
picture supplied as 
background or 
wallpaper for 
TerraPro, you can 
change it! 
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Adding a New Case 
TerraPro is setup to allow you to quickly add a new case without having to know all the case 
information.  When you receive a death call (the First Call), you can start the case information 
right away and then update the vital statistics gathered at the family arrangement conference later 
on. 

Let’s do it! Click on the Main TerraPro Screen choice labeled Add New Case.  
The computer will ask for a case number.  This is important, as it uniquely 
identifies each case.  Typically, we recommend using the year and then a 
consecutive number (2021-001 for the first case of the year 2021). You can 
setup other numbering schemes if required, but we suggest one that will allow 
the cases to be put in order by file number for easy retrieval. 

 

If you are happy with the file number, just click ok or press enter.  Don’t worry, TerraPro 
has already checked to see if the file number is unique and won’t let you enter a duplicate file 
number.  

If you need to change the file number, edit the file number to your liking.  Keep in mind that 
TerraPro will verify that the file number you enter does not already exist, but it won’t keep you 
from skipping a file number.  If in doubt, click Cancel and then pull-down the list of cases and 
check the most recent file numbers.  To start a new year, just type over the existing year to 
change it. 

To reset the automatic file number sequence, Choose Utilities, Setup. On the Preferences 
screen you will find a field called “Last File number Used”. Change it to the last file number used 
– click on the Quit button and answer Yes to “Update System?”  

You can renumber a case file number at any time, so don’t spend a lot of time fussing about 
the file number if you are not sure, or if you make a typing error.  Select the case you want to 
renumber from the pulldown list of cases, then choose Utilities, Renumber, and follow the on-
screen instructions. 
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First Call Screen 
For states with Online Death Registration Systems, you can enter data online first, then come 
back after exporting the data and bring it in to TerraPro.  Each state has a different method for 
accomplishing this, so refer to our website for specific instructions for your state.  Choose whether 
you want to enter the information on the Online system or locally in TerraPro first: 

 

The information you will type in on this screen is the basic information you might know after 
receiving the death call.  If you don’t know the information, just skip over it, because you can 
always enter it later.  However, the more you enter here, the better TerraPro can help with 
information entered later. In most states, you can enter the information online and have the 
certified copies of death certificate sent to you as soon as the doctor electronically signs it. 

 
Figure 2 - First Call Screen 

Enter the name of the deceased in standard format: John William Doe (first, middle, last). If 
the person has a hyphenated last name, enter it like this: Mary Beth Smith-Doe.  Keep in mind 
the case will be alphabetized under Smith-Doe, not Doe-Smith.  If you do not know the full name, 
just enter as much as you know; you can always change it later. 

Pressing Enter or Tab will allow you to enter the date of death (if known) (be sure to use zeroes 
in front of single digit days and months).  Use the pull-down calendar for easy and accurate date 
entry. Hint: for dates falling in the current year, you can just enter the month and day – the year 
will be automatically entered.  

https://terradise.net/
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Note: 

You may notice that sometimes the cursor seems to jump ahead to the next 
entry spot (called “fields”). This is because you have reached the end of one 
field by filling it completely with data.  If you don’t reach the end by typing 
information, you MUST press Enter or Tab to go to the next entry spot.  You 
will soon get used to this feature and know when to press enter and when you 
don’t need to! 

Choose the place of death by clicking on one of the choices required by your state death 
certificate. Or you can use the left or right arrow key to highlight the desired place and then press 
the space bar to select it.  Depending on your choice, the next line will allow you to enter the 
address of the place of death (if residence) or the facility name (hospital, etc.) If the facility does 
not exist on your list of facilities, TerraPro will ask if you want to add it.  

Note: 

When adding new locations to your list, we highly recommend you fill 
in the address, city, county and state, otherwise these fields will be 
blank.  If you add this information, the next time you select this facility 

(by using the pull-down list), the city, county and state will be filled in for you. 

The contact is the person who called you about the death (not necessarily the next of kin or 
informant). This is optional, unless you want to be able to reach the person with any 
questions that may arise before the body is transported to the funeral home. 

The informant is the person who will give the funeral director the information about the 
deceased.  If not known at this time, leave blank – it can be added later. If you are serving a family 
you have served before, you can choose the informant from the pull-down list. 

The relationship of the informant to the deceased is important.  It can help if you know the 
relationship, because if it is the spouse, it can save entry of that information later on. Use the 
FAMILY relationship using full words like son, daughter, sister, brother, wife, husband or spouse. 

Enter the address and phone number of the informant.  If the deceased died at home, and the 
relationship of the informant is spouse, the address will be automatically copied from the place 
of death entered above. 

The date and time of the arrangements conference can be entered here and is then available on 
your calendar and on the informant screen. 

After you have filled in the information, press the button labeled “Click here when finished”.  
TerraPro will ask if the informant is also the person responsible for the bill.  If not sure, you 
might want to answer yes anyway, because you can very easily change the person 
responsible later. 
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Editing Case Information 
Once the case has been added to the system, you can finish entering data using the information 
screens. If the deceased’s name does not show at the upper left, click on the down arrow to open 
the list of cases.  Right clicking will alphabetize the list, Right-clicking again will put in file 
number order.1 

 

If the case information screen is not open, use the Edit Existing Case button 
on the main TerraPro screen menu to open it. 

Hint: 

If you want to enter the obituary before entering the case data, you can 
do so by selecting Write Obituary from the main TerraPro screen, or clicking on the 
Obituary tab of the case information screen. 

The case information screen shows information devoted exclusively to this case.  For the different 
aspects of case information, there is a separate tab: Vital Statistics, Disposition information, 
Service information, Obituary and if the deceased was a veteran, tabs for each of the veterans 
forms. Clicking on a tab will select that tab.   

 
Figure 3 - Vital Statistics Screen 

Most of the data entry on this screen is self-explanatory so we will cover only those items needing 
elaboration. 

Last name 
Although many states require that the last name be all UPPER CASE on the death certificate, do 
NOT enter it using upper case letters. It will be formatted when you print the death certificate 

 
1 If your file numbers do not indicate the order in which the cases were entered, use Utilities/Setup to make this list show 
in reverse death date order instead of file number order. 

 

V I T A L  

S T A T I S T I C S  

S C R E E N  
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or other forms that need it in UPPER CASE.  If you enter it in UPPER CASE, It will show up 
that way in places that would be inappropriate, like the memorial merchandise. 

Birth and Death Dates 
When entering dates, you MUST enter single digit months and days with a leading zero, so for 
January 5, 2021 enter 01/05/2021. If the year is in the current century, you do not need to enter 
the full four-digit year. If it is the current year, just enter month and day. The year will fill in. You 
can also use the pull-down next to the date to choose a date from a calendar. 

Time of Death 
Free form – enter in any format 

Age (Years, Months, Days) 
This will be automatically calculated from the entry of birth and death dates. 

Birth State 
Use the two-character state abbreviation.  If in doubt about the abbreviation, use the pull-down 
list by clicking on the arrow next to the state entry. 

Facility Name (or Residence Address) 
If the place of death was not at home, you can pull-down a list of previously used facilities.  Of 
course, if you already indicated the facility name or place of residence on the First Call Screen, 
this information will already be there.  

Editing Locations 

Use the right-hand mouse button to click on the pull-down list arrow and 
you will be presented with the Location Editing screen. See details on 
using this screen in Chapter Two. 

Tool Tips are the little help messages that appear as you pause the mouse over a 
data entry field. 

For example, the military honors that a veteran was awarded can be listed in the Honors field on 
the Vital Statistics Screen (only visible for veterans) 

 

As your mouse passes over this field (without clicking) the tip shows up for a few seconds. 
Using these “tool tips” can save you time, since you may not need to look in this manual to find 
an explanation for this data item. 

What are those brackets for? 

The information shown in brackets, for example, [VETERANS.Honors] 
tells us what data table and field the information is stored in.  Later, when 

 
T O O L  T I P S  
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you feel comfortable designing your own forms, you use this information to pinpoint 
the data item you wish to show on a form.   

 
This screen allows you to enter information about the final resting place of 
the deceased. You can choose the method of disposition by pulling down 
the list of acceptable types of disposition. Then you can choose the location 
of disposition from a list of cemeteries or crematories. This pull-down list 

works like the one on the Vital Statistics screen, right clicking allows you to edit the list. 

 
Figure 4 - Disposition Screen 

The Method of Disposition will determine the headings of some of the items on this screen. 
When there is a cremation, the place, city & state and date of inurnment will appear. This 
disposition of the ashes may also be indicated. If an item seems inappropriate for the type of 
disposition, ignore it. 

Re-interment information can be entered if needed. 

Case Status is like your whiteboard – it gives you an overview of all upcoming cases and their 
status.  

 

D I S P O S I T I O N  

S C R E E N  
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You can also see and print the status of upcoming services. 

 

Flight Information can be entered for ship-in or ship-outs. A flight schedule can then be printed 
which can be given to the family or the attendant transporting the body. See Appendix D for 
detailed explanation. 

Floral Tributes can be recorded with images of the flowers.  A list can then be given to the family 
for acknowledgement purposes.  See Appendix D for details. 

A map locating the cemetery, with directions, can be shown and printed if the address of the 
cemetery is known. 

The Cause of Death will usually be filled in by the physician who signs the death certificate. It 
could be omitted here. Clicking the Certifier Data button will allow you to enter or check all the 
data normally entered by the doctor. Check your funeral home policy for whether or not to fill 
this in.   

The Certifier or physician can be chosen from a list of previously used doctors by clicking on the 
arrow next to the word Certifier.  If the correct doctor is not on the list, right-click the arrow and 
you will be asked if you want to add a survivor record for the doctor. Answer yes, then fill in the 
doctor information. Fill in as much as you know, such as name, address and phone, because this 
will serve as the Rolodextm of doctor’s names and addresses.  When you click on quit/save, 
TerraPro will ask if you want to save the doctor to the list.  Answer Yes, and next time the doctor 
will be on the list.  To edit the doctor/clergy lists, choose Doctor/Clergy Lists from the Main 
Menu. 

Registrar and First Call Contact is optional – this is the person who called the funeral home 
about the death, and is not necessarily the informant. Since most states use online death 
registration, the registrar data is stored there. 

Embalmers and Funeral Directors and Removal Personnel are setup in advance when your 
system is setup. To edit them, right-click on the pull-down list arrow.  Remember that the code 
for a funeral director MUST start with F, embalmers E and Removers R, for them to show up on 
the pick lists.  Then you will assign each staff member a consecutive number (F1, F2, F3 etc). 
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This screen gives you information about the service and visitation as well 
as choosing the clergy and record other information about the service.  

 

Figure 5 – Services Screen 

The Type of Service is required information: some forms may require knowing this, or you may 
wish to do a statistical analysis of the different types of services you provided within a given time 
frame. Choosing the Type will fill in the Type of Ceremony which indicates Mass of Christian 
Burial, Funeral Services, or some other type which could show up on a Memorial Folder or Mass 
Program. 

The dates and times of services are shown here but MUST BE EDITED FROM THE EVENTS 
CALENDAR. To bring up the events calendar, right-click any date field or choose Events 
Calendar from the main menu: 

 

S E R V I C E S  

S C R E E N  
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The Events Calendar allows you to enter detailed information about each event, such as 
Visitation, Service, Burial or other events you are responsible for scheduling. Click on the Help 
button for an overview and tips for using this screen.  The clock makes it easy to enter start and 
stop times for events, after a date has been entered. 

Make sure every event has a date, start and stop times, event type and location.  The 
description of the event will be automatically entered for you. 

The calendar at the upper left allows you to see your company calendar for scheduling purposes.  
If you use Outlook Calendar or Google Calendar, the event can be automatically copied to that 
calendar by clicking the button below the calendar icon. 

You can edit the list of types of events by right-clicking the pull-down arrow, and you can edit 
locations or add new ones by right-clicking the pull-down arrow next to the location field. 

Add as many events as needed for this case.  When finished, click the Quit button, then click 
anywhere to update the Services information.  
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The Church Affiliation and religion are also optional.  For Jewish funerals, if “Jewish” or 
“Judaism” is entered as the religion, additional inputs are visible to indicate choice available: 

 

The Hebrew death date is calculated, and a Yahrzeit Calendar may be printed for the next 50 
years anniversary dates.  

Muslim faith preparation rites information can also be gathered if the religion is indicated as 
Muslim: 

 

The Casket and Vault will be entered later on the bill, and then will show up here. You can type 
them in now if desired. 

Checklist allows you to check off tasks as they are completed, avoiding duplication of effort, and 
assuring that nothing is missed.  See appendix D for more details on customizing the checklist. 

Comments allow you to provide notes about the case that others may need to properly serve the 
family. Right-click on comments, memorials or fraternal fields to enlarge them to full screen size 
for editing. 

Memorials is used in case you want a separate place to record the wishes of the family for 
contributions. If you right-click on this field, it will enlarge to a text editing box.  Pressing CTRL-
M while on that box will bring up the list of Charities (which can then be edited) and choosing 
one will type the appropriate language into the text. 

Fraternal is used to record fraternal organizations the deceased may have belonged to.  If these 
are recorded in the Obituary, there is no need to re-state them here, unless you have a form that 
requires them to be separated.  This field could also be used for custom information – ask TerraPro 
personnel how to use it for that. 

Hobbies also can be used to record interests and other information about the deceased’s life. 

Symbols can be indicated, and used on memorial merchandise or website entries. 
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Optional: TerraPro can 
link this data to ASD 
(Answering Service for 
Directors), and your 
website or our own 
WordPress sites to save 
you precious minutes re-
typing data. 

 

Obituaries and death notices vary widely in format from town to town. Larger 
city newspapers typically charge for death notices, but publish obituaries (longer 
stories usually with a picture and having general public interest) as news items.  
Smaller town newspapers usually do not charge for obituaries, and the line 

between a death notice and an obituary is less distinct. 

Since the obituary is one of the first items needing completion, we have given you complete 
freedom in the way you create it.  You can type it yourself, composing it from the information 
gleaned from the family arrangement conference.  You can also have TerraPro start to write it for 
you, based on the information you have entered.  The more information you enter, the more 
complete will be the writing of the automatic obituary.  Because of newspaper deadlines, you 
may not have the luxury of being able to enter all information first, so choose the way that works 
best for each case. 

Let’s suppose you have entered all the case information and wish to use the automatic obituary 
writer: Place the cursor on the empty Obituary text screen, and hold down the CTRL key and then 
tap the letter O (for Obit, naturally!)  In a few seconds, TerraPro will compose the information in 
a narrative style and place it on the screen for editing. If you are not happy with what is presented, 
just edit it, or erase it and start over.   

 

  
Figure 6 – Obituary 

TerraPro allows you to store three different obituaries for each case.  Click on the Obit1, Obit2 or 
Family buttons at the upper left, and you can create a long obit, a short death notice or a family 
listing quickly. When you choose to email the obit to the newspaper, first click Obit1, Obit2 or 
Family to select the obit you will be emailing. 

The photo you scan can be edited to apply frames, fuzzy borders, color correction or hundreds of 
other artistic options by using a separate program such as Adobe Photoshop.  A free program 
we recommend is called PhotoScape and is available by clicking the button to the right of the 
photo on the obituary page.  Once installed, clicking the Edit Photo button will load PhotoScape 

O B I T U A R Y  

S C R E E N  

Some of the choices 
shown are optional 
add-ons.  If you have an 
internet website, you 
can automatically add 
this obit and picture to 
websites we host or 
partner with. 

You can also email the 
obit and picture directly 
from this screen to the 
newspaper or other 
email recipient. 

 

Scanning pictures 
has never been easier 
with our built-in EZ 
Twaintm scanning 
utility.  Just place the 
picture on the 
scanner, push this 
button,  
crop as necessary 
and accept the 
picture.  It will 
automatically be 
placed in the 
TerraPro Images 
/People folder so that 
all your network 
users can access the 
picture.  
 
You can also 
Double-Click the 
filename box under 
the picture to assign 
an already scanned 
or emailed picture. 
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with the selected picture ready to edit.  If desired, it can then be saved as a different name to 
preserve the original picture.   

If you want to embed a link to the Video Tribute, you can copy and paste the link on this screen 
(upper left) or if you use a service, you may be given a tribute ID to enter. Call us for individual 
help on this topic. 

There is a shortcut to the Survivors Screen here in case you need to check some information or 
enter more survivors.  

You can adjust how the obituary is written by clicking on the Modify Obituary Format button. 
See Appendix D for information on how to use the “Modify Obituary Format” button. 

The Print/Fax button will let you print or fax the death notice in a customized format.  See 
TerraPro personnel for advice on how to customize this form, or read Chapter 10 if you would 
like to do it yourself. 

Count Words gives you a word count and lets you estimate the cost of the death notice based on 
the number of words per line and the line charge from your local paper.  This is an estimate only 
and may not reflect the actual charges incurred.  

Manage Other Images and Documents is the door to a complete 
image and document tracking system for a particular case.  It can be 
used to scan documents related to the case, such as military or legal 
documents which normally would be copied and placed in a file. 

 

It is also the place where a slide-show tribute can be created for families who decline a DVD copy 
of a Tribute Video.  Your large screen TV or monitor can show this slide show, broadcast 
wirelessly using a VGA broadcaster and receiver available from ioGearTM for around $300.  
Optionally, a laptop or other networked computer near the big screen can connect directly to it.  
The tribute feature is an option, but is included to try out in all versions of TerraPro.  Music can 
also be added to the tribute. The music files should be in mp3 format, and are placed in the 
TerraPro\Music folder. Any PDF document can be signed and emailed from this screen.  

T E R R A P R O  
D O C U M E N T  

M A N A G E M E N T  
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These screens are only accessible if you have indicated they are needed on the 
first screen (Vital Statistics). See page 8 for a close-up of the bottom of this screen 
showing how to select these forms.  Unless the deceased was a veteran, they will 
not be on the screen. 

 
Figure 7 - Burial Benefits Screen I 

This screen is a close approximation of the actual VA form 21p-530 which is used to claim burial 
benefits from the Veterans Administration.  Information you previously entered is automatically 
transferred to the veterans’ forms from the case data previously entered. Anything that is missing 
can be filled in, or boxes checked as appropriate. 

Claimant information can be typed in, or one of the survivors can be made the claimant by giving 
them a code “CF” in their other relationships.  You can right-click to edit the claimant. 

 

Whenever you see the above button, you can double-click it to bring up the actual VA 
form in Adobe AcrobatTM format from the VA website. If you do not have the Adobe Acrobat 
Reader, it is readily available for free download from Adobe’s website, www.adobe.com. 

Having an original, blank copy of each of the veteran’s forms right here in TerraPro is an easy 
and convenient way of using it for reference, or to give to the family. 

This screen allows you to enter the actual amounts due the claimant for parts II, 
III and IV.. See the actual VA instructions for details. 

B U R I A L  

B E N E F I T S  

S C R E E N  

V A  F O R M S  

Я  U S :   

B U R I A L  

B E N E F I T S  I I  

http://www.adobe.com/
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Figure 8 - Burial Benefits II 

 

You can download the latest versions of all veterans forms at the VA website, http://www.va.gov 

Keep in mind that the Benefits I and II print on the front and back of the VA Application for 
Burial Benefits Form 21p-530. You will print these forms from the Print Forms dialogue. If you 
set your printer to duplex printing, the form will print front and back on the same sheet of paper.  

http://www.va.gov/
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The most commonly used Veteran’s Benefit is a US Flag for draping the casket 
and presentation to the survivors. Make sure the survivor that is to receive the 
flag has an “FL” code in their other relationships, then proceed to the flag form: 

 

 
Figure 9 - VA Flag Form 

You will need to indicate the relationship of the recipient to the deceased.  If you have entered the 
FL code as Other Relationship on that survivor screen, the address will fill in from that record.   

HINT:  When entering informant or other close relatives, add the FL code at that time to save 
time on this screen.  

F L A G  S C R E E N  
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Free Government Markers are available from the VA.  Filling out this form 
will let you apply for one: 

 

 
Figure 10 - VA Marker Application I 

Again, any information entered on any veteran’s form carries to the other forms. Fill in data as 
needed, check any appropriate boxes and continue to the second Marker Screen: 

M A R K E R  

S C R E E N  I  
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Figure 11 - VA Marker Application II 

Once you have learned how each of the screens in this chapter works, you are well on your way 
to mastering TerraPro. The remaining chapters will help you learn to enter survivors, print forms 
and cards, modify your forms and learn the inside scoop about TerraPro. 
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Using the Right-hand Mouse 
Button 
Your mouse has two or more buttons. You paid for them, why not use 
them all? 

If you’ve read the previous chapter, you probably are getting the idea about the right-hand mouse 
button.  If you press it at certain spots in TerraPro, it gives you access to editing information 
related to the spot you pressed it.  For example, right-clicking on the informant’s name on the 
Vital Statistics screen will bring up the Survivor’s screen, where you can change information, 
track After Care, or write letters. 

Let’s explore other uses for this button! 

First of all, when you pass the mouse over certain parts of the data entry screens, TerraPro will 
provide tips about how to enter data, or let you know you can right-click to “drill-down” to more 
information. 

Let’s do it! 

From the Vital Statistics Screen, move the mouse to the name of the informant.  
Click the right-hand mouse button.  The survivors (or people) screen will pop 
up. For now, close it using the red X or the Save and Quit button. 

 

Another way to use the right-hand mouse button is to maintain your lists which 
pop-up from the pull-down buttons.  For example, the cemetery locations pull-
down button on the Disposition tab allows you to make changes to the details 
about each cemetery. 

On the Service tab, you can edit Places of service by right clicking on the pull-
down for place of service, and edit the list of churches by right clicking on the pull-down for 
churches.  In fact, at any point where prompted by the tips, you can right click to do more with 
the data.  If you happen to right click where not prompted, no harm is done. 
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Editing Locations 
Now that you know how to get to the locations editing screen by right-clicking on certain pull-
down lists, let’s find out how to make changes to our locations list. 

What are Locations? 

Locations are defined as facilities where death occurred, churches and 
other places for services to be held, cemeteries or crematories and so on. 

Let’s do it! 

As with other editing in TerraPro, you get behind the scenes for data lists by 
right-clicking on the appropriate pull-down list.  If not already editing a case, 
click Edit Current Case (1) on the Main TerraPro Screen menu.  Click on the 
Service tab (2), then right-click on the Church Affiliation Arrow (3): 

  
Figure 12 - Getting to the locations editing screen via right-click on a location pull-down list 
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Figure 13 - Location Editing Main Screen 

When first entering the locations editing screen, the list shows ALL locations.  If you want to edit 
just Places of Service, check the box next to the word Places by clicking on it.  Now you see just 
the locations coded as PLACE: 

L O C A T I O N  

E D I T I N G  

S C R E E N  
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Figure 14 - Locations Editing Main Screen Filtered for Places only 

You might see a lot of churches listed.  These are the entries coded as Place of Service when the 
church is where the service is held.  These same churches might appear on the Churches list 
separately, so be sure you make any changes under both entries. 

To edit the data for any location, highlight the desired location by single clicking on it, or find it 
in the list by starting to type its name.  As you type, the list will move to the letters typed.  (If you 
are a slow typist, the list may jump around.  Try typing the first two letters quickly to get near the 
right entry, then use the arrow keys to move up or down to the right entry.)  Click on Edit, and 
the editing screen will appear: 
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Figure 15 - Editing details about locations 

Make the changes as needed.  Notice the upper right part of this screen has a pull-down list that 
allows you to decide which pull-down list this location will appear on.  Right now, it says PLACE, 
but you could change that to another list.  Click on Save to save your changes, or Revert if you 
don’t want to save your changes. 

Note: You may see the same location on your list two or three times.  This is because it is there 
under PLACE and CHURCH. That way, when you pull-down a list at the Churches selection, it 
will be listed as well as under the PLACE of service.  If it listed under PLACE twice, then one 
may safely be deleted. 

You can print labels for all locations (memorials, places of service, cemeteries, institutions and 
churches) from the Figure 15 screen also. Just filter for the type of location by clicking one of the 
filter check boxes, then click on Labels – you can preview them first to assure all addresses are 
complete. 
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Figure 16 - Editing Screen after saving 

After saving, you have many choices: 

Top – Go to the first entry alphabetically. 

Prev – Go to the entry alphabetically before the one displayed. 

Next – Go to the entry alphabetically after the one displayed. 

Bottom – Go the the last entry alphabetically. 

Find – Brings up a dialogue box that lets you search for the location by any of the fields listed. 

Print – Print a Rolodex™ Card for this entry. 

Add – Make a new entry (in any category – Place, Church, Cemetery, etc) 

Edit – Make changes to this entry 

Delete – Delete this entry (you will be prompted to confirm delete) 

Exit – Leave the editing screen, return to the locations main editing screen. 
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Editing Survivors 
TerraPro uses the term “Survivors” rather loosely.  It refers really to “People”, living or dead, 
related to the deceased or not, but sharing the common property of being a part of the case 
information for this deceased. 

You can get to the survivor-editing screen by right clicking on the informant’s name, or by 
clicking Edit Survivors on the Obituary screen.  You can also get there by right clicking on the 
pull-down arrow for the clergy or doctor pull-down list or the father or mother’s name.  In other 
words, wherever a survivor is referenced on the main editing screens, you can “drill-down” to the 
survivor-editing screen by using the right hand mouse button. 

 
Figure 17 - Survivor's Screen 

An important part of this screen has to do with defining the relationship(s) of the survivor to the 
deceased. TerraPro uses two letter codes to define relations. Most of the codes use the first two 
letters of the relationship.  For example, FA-Father, MO-Mother, DA-Daughter, SO-Son, UN-
Uncle, AU-Aunt, etc. Where not obvious what the relationship is, use the pull-down list to choose.  
If the relationship is not listed, use the right hand mouse button to edit the list.  Once in the list, 
press CTRL-Y (hold down the CTRL key and then tap the Y key).  Enter the new relationship 
and code, and then under male and female, enter the relation if the deceased is male or female. 

The other relationships this person has are also important.  It is possible for one person to have 
many relationships to the deceased and many duties to perform.  For example, the Spouse could 
also be the informant, person responsible for the bill, flag recipient, marker claimant, etc.  In order 
for TerraPro to know who has these responsibilities, you MUST enter the other relationship codes 
into the other relations’ field.  There is room for up to seven codes, each separated by a space.  If 
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your cursor is not properly placed it is possible that using the pull-down list will cause a code to 
be divided over the preset spaces in the field.  Make sure each relationship has two characters. If 
entering codes manually, the space is automatically entered for you, do not use the space bar in 
that field. 

The button labeled Browse/Add can be used for quick, spreadsheet-style 
entry of family members.  It will be necessary for you to know the family 
relationship codes before you start entering family members, as there is no 
pull-down available during entry.  You should also remember to mark the 
members as family by putting a T in the “List with Survivors?” column. 

Later, when creating an Obituary or Family List, CTRL-L will build a list of relations, names and 
cities for those survivors marked as family members. 

 
Figure 18 - Browse/Add Survivors Quick Family Member Entry Screen 

 

A F T E R C A R E  L E T T E R S  

See Chapter 6, AfterCare, for details about using the built-in Post Service Follow-up system in 
TerraPro. 

T E X T I N G  

If you enter a cell phone number for any survivor, you can text directly from TerraPro and hear 
back from them.  This gives you a record within the case file of any texts sent to the survivor. 

 

 

 

Q U I C K  E N T R Y  

O F  F A M I L Y  
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Printing Forms 
After data is entered that appears on a form, you can print the form. 
This chapter tells how to print forms. 

From the main TerraPro screen, select Forms by clicking on the button labeled forms.  

 
Figure 19 - Form Selection 

Your list of forms may look different than the one above, because this list can be fully customized 
to add or modify forms to fit your exact needs. 

As indicated on the screen, you can click on a form name to select it for printing.  When you do, 
its name appears on the right hand side of the screen under the list of selected forms. You can add 
as many forms to the list as you like. When you are ready to print, TerraPro will pause between 
each form to assure that you are ready with the appropriate paper in your printer. 

When you click on the Print button you will be asked if you are ready to print.  Then you have 
five choices: 
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Yes – Go ahead and print – Printer is ready with paper. 

Preview – Look at the form on the screen first to check for errors 

Skip – Oops, I selected this one by mistake, let’s skip over it 

Modify – Change the way the form looks. This requires some knowledge of the FoxPro Report 
Designer. Although not terribly difficult to use, you may want to read chapter 9, Modifying 
reports and cards, before attempting to modify your own reports. TerraPro personnel are more 
than happy to make modifications for you at a reasonable cost, so give us a call and let us know 
what you are planning. 

Create Webpage – Any form you can print can be made into a web page.  This might be useful 
for creating online price lists, memorial folders, or other pages. 

Optional Output – Any form can be made into a PDF, Word Document, Excel Spreadsheet or 
an image file (jpg). Check the output you wish and click on Print.  If you choose PDF, you will 
be asked for the title of the PDF and where to save it (We recommend the PDF folder). Next you 
will be asked if the document should be added to your documents database (accessible from the 
obituary screen) 

After printing, you are returned to the form selection screen. Notice that the date and time and 
name of the form have been added to the list of forms printed. You can edit this list to remind 
yourself of tasks that need completed. 

Other choices are available from the Forms screen: 

Clone this form – Although cloning humans is not a good idea, cloning your forms can allow 
you to make modifications in a form without harming the original copy. Clone means make an 
exact copy. 

Purchase New Forms Online – This takes you to the TerraPro Store on the Internet where you 
can order special forms. 

Edit Form Name – Change the name of the form, or add FoxPro commands that gather data or 
summarize information for the form. You should do this ONLY under guidance from a TerraPro 
representative, unless you are comfortable using the FoxPro command language. 

Quit – return to main TerraPro screen. 

Print – discussed above. 

Export Forms – Copy a form to a floppy disk for modification by TerraPro personnel. 

Import – Copy form from floppy disk after modification by TerraPro personnel. 
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CardShop 
Using TerraPro’s CardShop makes printing memorial merchandise a 
snap. Pictures and verses can be changed to customize your folders 
and prayer cards to meet your family’s requests. 

Choose CardShop on the TerraPro main screen menu by clicking on the button labeled CardShop. 

 
Figure 20 - Opening CardShop presents you with this screen 

 

The first thing you must do when starting CardShop is to choose a card to 
print. Click on the arrow at the end of the box labeled Choose Card: and 
you will see a list of the cards or other memorial merchandise that have 

been setup for you by TerraPro personnel.  These are grouped as Acknowledgement Cards, 
Memorial Folders, Prayer Cards and Register Book.  Other types of printed memorials may also 
be listed, depending on your needs. 

Once you have chosen a card, the following screen  will appear: 

Chapter 
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Figure 21 - After choosing a card, these buttons appear and the card information can be edited. 

If the card looks good, just click the Show/Print Card in the top left corner of the screen and print 
on your card stock.  (See item  

If you need to change the data, you can type over it on the screen, or use the Edit Card RTF option: 

 The layout of the card can be changed, along with new data and font changes.  
Click on the Edit Card RTF button and you will see the following screen: 

 

E D I T  C A R D  

R T F  
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Just like in a word processor such as Microsoft WordTM, you can use your mouse to highlight 
certain areas of the text and change the font properties. The buttons on the Font Properties window 
will act on the highlighted text only. 

If you need to change the layout drastically, we suggest consulting a detailed explanation of the 
FoxPro report generator as it pertains to the CardShop.  A little learning here can help you create 
almost any card, page or folder you like. The method is described in Appendix D. 

 

 (Press the button labeled “Edit Card”, if you do not see a screen similar 
to the one above.) 

The information on the card can be edited on the screen.  For example, the location of the Funeral 
Service is Trinity Baptist Church, but the city and state are missing.  You can type them in on this 
screen. (due to centering issues, when clicking on a line, the line may disappear, just press the 
TAB key and you will be at the beginning of the line) 

The headers (such as DATE BORN, DATE DIED, etc) can also be changed. If you have been 
using TerraPro for a while, you may require a little help from TerraPro personnel to change the 
layout of your cards to enable this feature.  The method is described in Appendix D. 

  

E D I T  C A R D  
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 Press the button labeled Show Card, and you might see this: 

 

 
Figure 22 - Show Card brings up a preview of the card with print option 

(in this case, data is different to show unlimited combinations of fonts and styles) 

This looks pretty good, but the verse is a little small, and not centered vertically very well. Let’s 
close this up using the print dialogue box exit button:  (We call it “going out the exit door.”) 

 

 

 

Since the verse font size (the size of the printing) was a little small, we will 
adjust it from 8 points to 10 points.  Either type 10 in the Font Size for Verse 
box, or click on the up arrows to increase the font size.  (This type of control is 

called a spinner, and is handy when using the mouse to change the value of the object.) 

S H O W  C A R D  

A D J U S T  C A R D  
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Preview the card again by clicking on Show Card.  If it looks good, you can go ahead and print 
using the Print Preview box Printer Icon.  

 

If needed, you can adjust the font size further, or adjust the top margin 
until you are happy with the position and size of the verse.  Print one 
copy of the card to assure everything looks good in print, then make any 

other adjustments you like, and then use the print dialogue to print as many cards as needed: 

 
Figure 23 - Print Dialogue Box 

 

Sometimes the card looks good, but the data which prints is wrong.  You 
can edit the data on the screen or by using the Edit Data button. If you 
press it, the Data Editing box shows up: 

 
Figure 24 - Clicking on the Edit Data Button allows changing the data appearing on each card 

P R I N T  C A R D S  

E D I T  D A T A  
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There are seven tabs on the data editing screen to allow you to change almost any data which 
might appear on the various cards. Some data does not apply to a given card; for example when 
printing the Memorial Folder, there is no need to enter Family data, as it does not appear on a 
Memorial Folder.  A reminder appears at the bottom of the screen to let you know that this data 
will be saved with this card, but changes will not appear on other cards. 

Although the data shown is copied from the case data you entered originally, changes made 
here will not be reflected on the case data. This allows you to make changes for the cards (like 
nicknames, etc.) which would not be appropriate for death certificates and other government 
documents. 

Think of the data items you are editing as building blocks for constructing the 
various cards you are printing.  The first and last names can be printed 
separately if needed, or the birthdate can be shown as October 19, 1915 instead 
of all numbers 10/19/1915 as originally entered. At some point, you may want 

to read Chapter Ten to learn how to modify cards to customize them.  When you do you will be 
referred to these screens to discover the data items which will be placed on cards. 

 

    

                                                         Figure 25 - Service and Disposition Editing 

Why so many Ceremony fields?  If there are multiple services in other towns, there may be a 
need for them. Otherwise, they can be used for other information not gathered by the program. 
In other words, just because data is labeled Ceremony4 doesn’t mean it HAS to contain 
information about the 4th ceremony.  If you never use 4 creremonies, that data spot can be used 
for something else. 

Why is the cemetery state blank?  If you have been using TerraPro for a long time, you may be 
aware that cemetery locations used to be stored with the city and state in the same field (like the 
example above where it says Union Twp, Ohio).  Newer versions of TerraPro store the state in a 
separate field, and would have filled in the state.  New users won’t have to edit their location 

V I T A L  

S T A T I S T I C S  

S E R V I C E /  

D I S P O S I T I O N  
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lists to move the state out of the city field and into the state field, but older users may want to 
make this change.  See  index entry under Locations for more details on how to do this. 

The field called Lot contains information about the cemetery section , lot and grave. This will 
probably need some editing if certain terms do not apply. 

 

Figure 26 - Family Data Entry 

Family data is usually used for the Family Record Page of the Register Book, so the card 
selected has been changed to that page.  

 

Family members can be entered in two different ways: to appear on lines preprinted on your 
register book, or free form as you want them to appear. Check the button marked Enter family 

F A M I L Y  
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using memo to use the obituary or family data (constructed by clicking on the family button on 
the Obituary page of the Case Data).  If you use the separate lines method, remember that you 
can use more than one name per line, but you are limited by space to ten lines. 

 
Figure 27 - Pall Bearer Data Entry 

If you know the names of Pall Bearers in advance, here is where you can put the names.  
Honorary Pall Bearers can be so indicated. 

 

 
Figure 28 - Music and Clergy Data Entry 
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You can list a few of the musical selections by grouping them on a single line.  The clergy is 
brought over from the case data, but can be changed here for any reason. You can also add a 
fourth, fifth or sixth clergy by grouping them on a single line. 
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 A photograph on a memorial folder can be a meaningful tribute to the 
deceased, and if you have a scanner or the family can supply a picture in digital 
format, you can add photos to any of your memorial merchandise offerings. 

 

TerraPro can scan a photo using your scanner software.  Place the picture on your scanner, click 
the “Scan Picture” button and crop and scan your picture as usual.  It will be saved 
automatically to the TerraPro\images\people folder so that everyone on your network can 
retreive it. 

If you have already scanned or received a photo outside of TerraPro, you 
MUST know where the photo is stored on your computer.  Typical scanner 
programs save your pictures in a folder called My Pictures.  The exact location 
of My Pictures can be discovered if you use the My Computer icon on your 
desktop or the Start Menu to explore your computer’s folders. It is important 

you know where the photo is saved, and if given the opportunity to save the picture after 
scanning, you should put them in the TerraPro (or VTP) folder under a folder named People 
within a folder named Images.  (typically C:\TerraPro\images\people) 

What are Folders? 

Just like file folders that hold related information in your filing cabinet, 
folders on the computer hold files (pictures, documents, etc.) that are 
related to each other.  

P H O T O G R A P H  

S E L E C T  

I M A G E  

S O U R C E  
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Just like your filing cabinet, the computer does not care what you call your folders or files. 
However, if you don’t remember where you put a folder (what you called it) then you could 
have trouble finding it later on.  It is best to write up some rules about where you will be saving 
your pictures and placing them near the computer so everyone knows where they are stored. 
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Printing Reports 
Getting information back that you have entered is easy with the 
TerraPro Report Generator. It can help with accounting and 
bookkeeping tasks, or give you information about the status of your 
business. 

 
Figure 29 - Reports Screen 

You can Print Reports very quickly.  Choose Reports from the Main Menu. The screen above 
will appear and you can choose to print any report on the list. 

Use the mouse to click on the desired report, and it will be added to the list of Reports to be 
printed. When you click on print, each report will be brought up in turn, and you may then be 
asked for some input, such as starting and ending dates for the report (if appropriate).  Enter the 
information required and the report should appear on the screen.  You may then choose to print 
the report or close it. 

Chapter 
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AfterCare 
Keeping contact with your families promotes goodwill in the 
community and enhances your image as a caring business. 

TerraPro comes with a complete Post Service Follow-up system. It can help you keep in touch 
with your families and provide information for them to make decisions about preplanning and 
other services you offer. 

To access the system, you will use the Survivors screens. Each survivor can be approached 
separately for After Care services and recording of contact information. Use the help button for 
guidance. 

 
Figure 302 - After Care (Post-Service Followup) Screen 

Checking the box next to the word “Prospect?” will automatically fill in milestone dates such as 
follow-up calls and anniversary dates.  You can change the descriptions of your aftercare 
milestone dates and the elapsed time before these dates by right-clicking the date box you wish 
to change. These changes will then apply to ALL subsequent survivors tracked by the system.  
You may freely change the dates for a particular survivor without affecting others. 
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When dates for follow-up are entered on these screens, a report can be generated showing the 
past due contacts which need to be made.  At that time, the After Care consultant can make those 
calls and record the results of the call. With this system in place, everyone who has access to the 
computer can see what is happening with each of the After Care recipients, and step-in to follow-
up in the event of a phone call from the survivor. 

 
Figure 31 - Sample After Care or Pre-need Solicitation Report 

As with all other TerraPro reports, the content of this report can be edited if necessary. 

You may wish to place this survivor on a mailing list for mass mailings.  If so, use the main 
survivor screen tab, and enter two letter codes to indicate your different mailing lists. See Chapter 
Seven, “Envelopes and Labels”, for more details about mailing lists. 

If you are having any trouble understanding this feature, please use the Rescue button on the main 
TerraPro screen to call for free help. 
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TerraPro comes with a wide assortment of pre-written letters, all of which can be 
modified or copied to make new letters. Choose the Letters tab on the Survivors 
screen to access letters.  These letters can be sent to a specific person or group of 

people (Standard Letters), or can be sent to all those requiring followup. (After Care Letters).  
Click the help button for a quick reminder of how this system works. 

To start, choose a letter to be sent using the Choose Letter button at the upper left.  Upon 
selection, the letter will be previewed, and can be printed if desired.  If you want to make changes, 

just opt to exit out of the preview using the door icon.  

  

 

 
Figure 32 - Followup Letters 

Choosing Edit after you have selected a letter will allow you to change the content: 

L E T T E R S  
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Figure 33 - Editing the Letter 

You can change the name of the letter and setup what the data environment will be before printing 
the letter.  YOU CANNOT CHANGE FONTS ON THIS SCREEN. You will need to choose 
Modify when printing the letter to modify fonts and paragraph styles. 

You can type the letter to say whatever you want. To insert a merge field (data that will change 
when the letter is sent to a different person), you can surround the merge field with << and >> 
delimiters.2 If you don’t know what to put within the << >> delimiters, right-click where you 
want the merge field to go.  You will see the following list: 

 
Figure 34 - TerraPro data merge expression list 

 
2 This is very similar to the way Microsoft Word handles data merging except your data source is your TerraPro data. 
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You can choose any data expression that matches what you need to merge into your letter.  If the 
data expression does not exist on the list, you can add it by pressing CTRL-Y and filling in the 
appropriate data expression.  This could be copied (using CTRL-C) from another form by 
modifying that form and grabbing the data expression and then pasting it here (using CTRL-V).  
Or you can call TerraPro personnel and they will help you determine the expression you need in 
order to retrieve the data. 

Pressing CTRL-W then pastes the correct merge field into your letter: 

 
Figure 35 - Letter with new merge field << deceased >> added. 

You can also copy (clone) an existing letter to make a new one.  Just be sure you give it a unique 
name and letter code.  Edit the letter to say what you want, and you have a new letter ready to go. 
If you need to change fonts on the letter, add your letterhead or otherwise customize the letter 
format, choose Print, then choose Modify.  See the Chapter Ten for a tutorial on how to modify 
reports. 

After Care is one of the best tools you have for maintaining a presence in your 
community.  When your community knows you, and remembers a positive 
experience at your funeral home, they are more likely to call you in time of need. 

Fortunately, you have purchased a very powerful tool to help you maintain contact with those 
you have served.  TerraPro’s After Care System can handle your contact management, mass 
mailings, to-do reminders and follow-up all in one place. 

The concept is simple:  You make yourself visible and accessible as you serve your families.  
Make mental notes, or hand out a card or fill-in (short) form. Later, these cards can be entered 
into the After Care System. 

Following the steps outlined at the beginning of this chapter, you can start developing your 
contact list into a very valuable tool.  After-Care Letters can be sent using the built-in schedule of 
Post-Service Follow-up – 2 weeks after service, Six Month Call, Anniversary Card and Annual 
Follow-up and a Pre-need Solicitation Letter at any time. 
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We recommend hand addressing of letters to assure that they will be read. If this is not possible, 
window envelopes make addressing easy. Labels can be printed after letters are printed, if desired. 
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Envelopes and Labels 
A complete mailing list program is provided within TerraPro, to ease 
the task of addressing envelopes and tracking names and addresses 
of all your contacts. 

To access the Envelope Printer, select Envelopes – Labels on the Main TerraPro Menu.  You will 
see the following screen: 

 
Figure 36 - Envelopes and Labels Screen 

If you want to use a plain envelope, click on the box labeled Print Return Address and your funeral 
home address will appear. You can print a Self-Addressed, Stamped Envelope (SASE) by 
clicking the Swap Address button at the top. 

You can type over any address that appears (return address or main address) to create a custom, 
one-time envelope for immediate use. 

To select commonly used addresses, you can click on Doctor, Clergy 1 & 2, Cemetery or 
Informant. (informant comes up first by default). The list of survivors for this case is below those 
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choices; click on the arrow to the right and the list will pop up.  Then the address (if entered) will 
be placed on the envelope. 

There are two envelope and four label formats available – to choose one, click on the appropriate 
check box next to its name. For labels, use Avery 5160 labels for the 30-up labels, 5162 for 14-
up and 5164 for 6-up shipping labels.  The post office can supply you with Priority Mail labels. 

 

When you choose a label format such as 30-up, the following appears on 
the screen: 

 
Figure 37 - Label Guide 

The diagram at the right side of the screen allows you to select which label to start printing on. 
This can save many sheets of partially-used labels and avoid excessive costs of purchasing labels, 
only to throw away half of them. We recommend starting at the bottom of the sheet to lessen 
jamming in the printer when some labels have been used. 

At the lower right you can choose how many of the labels you need (in case you want to produce 
more than one label to the same address.) 

For the 30-up labels only, you can also check the box labeled “File Folder Labels” and the address 
will change to the Decedent Name, File Number and Death Date so that you can print a spiffy 
looking label for your paperwork file folder. You can also print Avery File Folder Labels by 
choosing that option.  We also have included a spare “custom” label for special needs. 

When you have made your selections, click Print, load labels in the printer and check the preview 
screen for any last minute changes, and then click print.  (click on the Exit button if you don’t 
want to print.) 
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Click on the Mailing List button, and you will see the screen below: 

 
Figure 38 - Mailing List Screen 

Your mailing list is made up of all the Doctors, Clergy and Staff you have been entering as you 
enter Case Data. In addition, whenever you place a survivor on a mailing list by adding up to 10  
two-character codes in their record, they will appear on up to 10 mailing lists. It’s up to you to 
define the codes you create for these lists. TerraPro will maintain your code list for you. Choose 
the list you want by clicking on one of the check boxes. The box labeled Select: will let you 
choose from your mailing list codes you defined on the Survivors Screen. 

To choose a name, you can just start typing the last name.  The list will automatically move to the 
letters as you type them, so long as you do not pause too long between letters.  When you get 
close, switch to the arrow keys (or mouse) to make the selection.  Clicking on the name and then 
clicking on Paste will paste the name and address on the label or envelope you selected previously. 
You can also press the space bar twice quickly to paste the name.  Highlighting the name with 
the space bar or mouse also allows you to Edit the name: 

 
Figure 39 - Mailing List Edit Choice (Note Highlighted Entry) 
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Here is the editing screen: 

 
Figure 40 - Mailing List Edit Screen 

You can make changes on any field.  The Code determines which mailing list this name appears 
on. CE is the standard TerraPro code for Certifier or Physician. The Salutation refers to how you 
would address the individual in the greeting of the letter. 

When finished, you can Save (use Revert only to cancel any changes you might have made in 
error.) 

Use the other buttons to navigate around the list, Deleting duplicates if desired, or Finding on any 
of the fields listed.  At this time, the Print button should not be used until instructed by TerraPro 
personnel. 

If you use Add, the record may not appear on the list when Exiting the Edit screen, but will be 
there next time you come into the Letters – Envelope screen. 
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Price Lists 
The FTC Rule is completely supported by TerraPro.  You can 
maintain your price lists within TerraPro and then print them out for 
your families to review, and use them when creating your bills so that 
all prices agree with your price list. 

 

Select Price Lists from the Main TerraPro Menu, and you will see the following 
screen: 

 

 
Figure 41 - General Price List Editing Screen 

The FTC requires certain language to accompany each item on your price list in order to 
standardize what families see when making arrangements.  This allows comparison shopping, 
and can work in your favor if you are offering greater value than your competition. 
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TerraPro uses Item Numbers to uniquely identify every item on your price list.  The item numbers 
MUST start with the word LINE followed immediately by a three digit number to indicate in 
what order the items occur on the price list.  We suggest that the items be numbered by 10’s, so 
that you can squeeze another item in between two items if necessary. 

To see what you have on the price list, click on the arrow at the top of the screen: 

 

Notice the line number scheme; you should become familiar with it as you edit your price list. 
Use the mouse or arrow keys to select a price list item to work on. For now, let’s choose LINE030, 
embalming: 

 
Figure 42 - General Price List - Embalming Item 

The description is the short description identifying the service or facility charge. The price can 
easily be changed.  The Tax Code indicates whether or not the item is subject to tax. (N = No, Y 
= Yes or H = Taxed at half value.) Below the description is the FTC wording required for this 
item.  This may vary according to your preference of the various suggested FTC wordings. 

The rest of the items on the General Price List screen have to do with 
how your price list can be customized: 

Included in Package Code allows you to indicate that this item is part of a package.  Enter the 
package number(s) or letter(s) that include this item. 
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Package Sequence allows the item to appear in the package in a different order than it does on 
your General Price List. 

General Ledger Link Code allows the item to linked to your General Ledger via a code which 
indicates what accounts are effected by the sale of this item. Typically this is used when linked to 
the SBT Accounting Software. 

Price List Print Sequence allows you to print items in a different order on a special price list 
you may have.  For instance, although your package prices may be further down on the General 
Price List Item numbers, you could list them first when you print the price list. 

Class uses standard classifications like Services of Staff, Facilities, Livery, Merchandise, etc. to 
generally code the price list items.  This is VERY IMPORTANT to determine, as items without 
a class will not show up on pull downs located on the billing screen. 

Free Miles Allowed is for Automotive or Livery Charges that you wish to impose a limitation 
on the number of miles radius that you provide the service before charging additional mileage 
charges. 

Adding New Items 
The button labeled Add New Item can be used if you want to add a new charge to your price list. 
Before you hit this button, you need to know where in the price list the item will appear.  Take 
a look again at the pull-down list of General Price List items, and determine a number that falls 
between two others where you want to insert the item.   

For purposes of example, let’s assume you want to add Hairdressing as one of the chargeable 
items under Other Preparation.  Pull-down the list to see what numbers are used: 

 

Other Preparation is LINE050 and the Use of Facilities Header is LINE059.  Let’s use LINE056 
for our Hairdressing Charge. That way, if we want to add other preparation charges, we can use 
57-58 for them. Now click on the Add New Item button. All you have to do is type the number, 
TerraPro will add the correct formatting. 
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Figure 43 - New item Added to General Price List 

Notice that Item LINE055 has been added.  You can type any description you like, but for 
purposes of illustration we are showing the word Hairdressing. You can choose any price you 
like, and depending on your state sales tax code, determine whether the service is taxable or not 
(Y or N or H for half is taxed) 

 

Because the FTC allows some General Price List Items to have a range of 
prices (such as the casket and vault), we can indicate this by entering a 
negative penny (-.01) into the price field.  Then the price list will print the 
word “Variable” whenever it encounters this coded price.  

 

To make a heading, such as “Facilities Charges”, just make the price zero 
(0.00). When the price list is printed, this line will be formatted as a 
heading, which will give your price list an easy to read format. 

 

Casket and Vault Price Lists 
TerraPro can handle an unlimited number of caskets on your price list.  However, we recommend 
entering only the caskets you usually use. (The ones on your current Casket Price List) 

If you prefer to have ALL caskets from your casket vendor, call TerraPro support to get help with 
adding an Excel or other electronic format list. 

If you use Batesville, Astral or Aurora Caskets, and enter Batesville, Astral or Aurora as the 
vendor, TerraPro can link to the webpage, E-Litho or Digital Litho programs from those vendors 
to use the vendor supplied pictures, descriptions, etc. 

 

Printing Price Lists 
The FTC funeral rule states that you must have your price lists available for public inspection.  
These include the General Price List and Casket and Vault Price Lists.  

TerraPro comes with a standard format for price list printing, but you can choose from several 
formats, or have our staff design one to fit your needs. 
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Default Bills 
The word default, when applied to computer programs, means the data that shows up 
automatically, without having to enter it.  Usually this data is provided by the programmer who  
anticipates this data based on other data you may have entered. 

Default Bills can be especially useful.  The charges that you normally use can be setup in advance 
so that when you are entering a bill, you do not have to enter these charges.  Of course, you can 
modify any bill to add or subtract charges, so the Default Bill (or Billing Template) is merely a 
tool to make your job easier.  

You can have as many Default Bills as you like.  For example, you can have a bill setup for Direct 
Cremations or one for Immediate Burials.  Perhaps you sell package plans, where the charges are 
all included in a package price.  Here is how you setup those templates. 

 

Make sure you are on the General Price List screen (select Price Lists from the 
Main TerraPro Menu). Then click on the button at the top that says “Setup 
Default Bill”. You will see the following screen: 

 

 
Figure 44 - Setup Default Bills 

The above screen shows one possible setup, with different default bills for different funeral types. 

Notice that the Default Statement of Goods MUST be present, and that it gets NO Code Name. 
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Selecting Traditional Service and Casket Package, we see the following: 

 
Figure 45 - Setting up Default Statment of Goods 

This screen contains the charges that will appear for a standard funeral with a prior day visitation.  
Editing this screen looks and feels exactly like editing a bill for a specific client, but only serves 
the purpose of determining the standard and usual charges which will appear on a bill when first 
created. 

To edit this screen, click on any item. You can type a different price, or use the pulldown to the 
right of each price to choose a different service from the General Price List.  Pressing Enter on 
the price will jump to the next item, where you can leave things as they are or change or add 
another item.  The key to using this screen is organization: you must first setup your General 
Price List to reflect the actual way you do business.  Secondly, you must bring those charges onto 
the screen. 

 

Whether you itemize every charge or simplify your billing by grouping 
services into Package Plans, you must follow FTC regulations throughout 
the process. By itemizing, you are essentially doing your billing the same 
way the FTC requires you to do your Price Lists.  When you package your 
services together, it might be necessary to explain in writing using a 

Statement of Goods and Services to explain what is included in each charge.  Either way works 
in TerraPro, so feel free to choose whichever suits your way of doing business. 

TerraPro supports “Itemized Packages”.  Right clicking on any item adds that item to the package, 
and when the bill is printed, it can show the package price by totaling those items.  This gives you 
complete freedom in setting up and modifying package pricing. 
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It is usually a good idea to work with TerraPro consultants to assure the way you have configured 
your price list will produce the results you wish.  For example, if your accountant requires reports 
regarding the quantity and dollar value sold of each of your price list items, you probably will 
have to itemize on the bills so the sales data is available.  On the other hand, if the sales journal 
just needs to summarize services, automotive, merchandise and cash advances, a one line package 
price can provide this information.  

 

 

When setting up the Default Bills for the other offerings, such as Direct 
Cremation, just change the items included on that particular type of funeral.  To 
add other default bills, Click the Edit List button.  Then follow the on-screen 
directions, making sure to give each default bill a 4-5 character code. 

 

 
Figure 46 - Adding More Default Bills 

After adding the definitions similar to the above format, you can setup each default bill as you 
like. 
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Billing 
TerraPro is a complete Accounts Receivable System. Billing is the 
heart of this system, and allows you to present Statement of Goods, 
Invoices, Monthly Statements and Contract Forms.  In addition, once 
a bill is entered, it automatically appears on the Accounts Receivable 
Report, in addition to your Sales Journal and Sales Tax Reports. 

If you have completed Chapter 8, Price Lists, you are already an expert at doing billing.  If you 
setup your Default Statement of Goods, you will have a template from which all bills can be 
created.  Your standard and usual charges will appear automatically on each bill, but can be 
changed, added to, deleted or prices modified at will. 

Clicking on the Edit Bill Menu choice on the Main TerraPro Menu will produce one of three results:  

 
Figure 47 - Choose Edit Bill from Main TerraPro Menu  

1. You will be taken directly to a previously entered bill for this case. 
2. You will be asked to choose which billing format to use, then taken to the bill editor. 
3. You will be denied access because you have not determined who will pay the bill.  
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Let’s look at result 3. Although the informant is usually responsible for the bill, 
this is not always the case.  For example, if the case was a Pre-need, a trust 
account may be the person responsible.  No matter who it is, that person or entity 
must be identified before a bill can be entered. If you don’t know who will be 
responsible, just assign a PR code to any survivor, remembering that it can be 

changed at any time.  

 
Figure 48 - Spouse Record - Note PR code in Other Relationships 

If later you need to change the Person Responsible (PR) code, remove it from one survivor and 
place it on another.  If there is more than one Person Responsible, at this time TerraPro can only 
address a bill to one person responsible.  If you need to send a bill to two parties, the work-around 
would be to print the bill, then change the person responsible, and print it again.  You would have 
to manually indicate the amount each person was to pay, if needed. See also the ability to assign 
different individuals to pay different items on a bill. 

If no bill has yet been started for this case, you can choose which billing template 
to use.  See Chapter Nine for details. You can have an unlimited number of 
default (pre-set) bills covering Direct Cremations, Immediate Burials, Memorial 
Services, etc. that will simplify billing.  Choose the format you want to use by 
clicking on the arrow at the end of the pull-down list, and then clicking on the 

billing format you want: 

 
Figure 49 - Choosing a Billing Format 
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Once you click on the format, you will be taken to the bill editing screen: 

 

 
Figure 50 - Billing Screen 

Note: If you can’t see the entire screen as shown above, your screen setting 
may need adjusted – this screen only works properly at a resolution of 
1024x768 or better – you can minimize TerraPro by clicking on the Minimize 
button at the top right of your screen. Then you can adjust your screen 
properties by right-clicking on the desktop background or using the control 
panel from the Start menu. 

You can Enter the Price if you need to change it.  For even-dollar amounts like $395, just enter 
395 and press tab or enter.  You don’t need the decimal OR the dollar sign.  It is best if your 
cursor is at the beginning of the price entry box, not somewhere in the middle, so try to get into 
the habit of using the TAB or ENTER key to move around the screen, saving the mouse for big 
jumps. 

If you want to choose a different item than the one shown, use the pulldown lists to select 
from the Price List. Click on an item and both the description and price will be placed on the 
bill.  If the item you want to use is not on the list, go to the Price List screen and make sure the 
“Category” has been assigned (Services of Staff, Facilities, etc.) 

Most items are assumed to be a quantity of one.  For some items, however, it might make sense 
to indicate a quantity; for example, death certificates or memorial folders.  Even if you price by 
boxes of 25 or 50 cards, you may need to indicate 2 or more boxes.  If you want to indicate how 
many were sold, Click on the spinner at the left of the description to Change Quantity. Hint: 
For a No Charge Item, enter a Quantity of 1, Price of Zero.  The item will show “No Charge” 
on the bill.  EXCEPTION: For Casket and Vault, entering a description without a price will 
allow you to define which casket was used in a package price which includes a casket. (Version 
9.00.36 or higher) 

Toggle Tax Occasionally, you may have to change the tax as charged on a given item. To change 
it, click the check box to the right of the price and you will see this screen: 
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You may then choose to make the item taxable, non-taxable or taxable at half value.  When you 
do, you will be shown the tax amount calculated on the item. Closing this window will update the 
totals on the bill, and the total tax.  You may also change the taxable amount of the item if it is 
different than the price charged.  For example, the casket price can include the entire funeral 
service, so you should change the taxable amount to the appropriate figure to tax the items that 
are included in the package that are taxable. 

 

You can add a comment to a bill by filling in the comment area.  You may need 
to contact TerraPro personnel to add this comment to your custom invoices. 

  

Let’s explore the buttons at the bottom of the billing screen: 

As payments are made toward this bill, they are entered using the payment screen.  
To access this screen, click on the Payments button.  You will see this screen: 

 
Figure 51 - Payment Entry Screen 
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Any of the previously entered payments can be edited from this screen, or new ones can be added.  
Click on Add Payment or one of the other buttons to add Finance Charges, Refunds or Discounts.  
Pull down the Status list to choose a status for this bill. (optional) 

You can set the status of a bill (Making Payments, In Collection, etc.) Right click on the status 
pulldown to edit status descriptions. 

The finance charge is calculated on the monthly finance charge percentage rate entered into your 
setup when TerraPro was first installed.  If you need to change it, select Utilities, Setup, and 
change the percentage rate.  As with other entries, you have the opportunity to Save, Edit or 
Cancel. 

By default, the refund amount is the balance remaining on the bill.  Since most refunds are issued 
on a disputed amount, this is the most likely amount. Of course, the amount can be edited.   

Once again, the discount amount is the balance on the bill.  Occasionally, you may find the need 
to adjust a Pre-need bill downward to match the contract amount, or to discount the entire bill or 
a certain item.  Enter the date, amount and description and an account number if linked to SBT. 

Deleting an entry is done by clicking in the leftmost column. Make sure the line says DELETED 
once you have deleted the payment 

Click the Edit Receipts Button to allow editing of previous receipts on the payment grid. 

Receipts can be printed for each payment or for a group of payments. The receipt printer is an 
extra cost add-on which can be purchased using PayPal (or your own credit card) from this screen.  
Just click on Print Receipt for details. 

We see we can adjust the Sales Tax charged on this bill using the Tax Rate 
button: 

Clicking the button labeled Change Tax Rate will highlight the Tax Rate box. where you may 
change the tax rate, or the Total Taxable Amount, along with the Actual Tax Charged.  This 
is particularly handy when transitioning from a manual to the computer system, as many times 
the tax is rounded differently when calculated using a calculator. (It has to do with whether a total 
taxable figure is calculated, then multiplied by the tax rate, or whether each item’s tax is added 
together.) 

The date of the bill can be changed to reflect your wishes in aging this bill. 
By default, today’s date is used when the bill is created.  Edit the date as 
need for proper aging of this bill. 

If you wish to adjust the number of days before the bill is considered past 
due, change the Net Due Days. This bill will be aged accordingly. (The 
default net due days is controlled by your setup, under the Utility Menu.) 

TerraPro will allow you to send monthly statements automatically (see 
Utility Menu). However, in some cases you may want to avoid sending out 
a statement for a particular customer.  If so, check this box. 

If you have entered your overhead costs (with optional costing module), 
TerraPro will calculate your gross profit on an individual bill, allowing you 
to make decisions about your pricing and costs. Click here to see your 
profit! 
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You can print an envelope after printing the bill by clicking here.  You can also 
click on Person Responsible to edit addresses and names. 

 

It is possible to erase the current bill and start over if too many lines need changed 
or the wrong billing format was chosen. Use this option only as a last resort, and 
never if the bill has already been sent to QuickBooks.  (You will need to manually 

delete the invoice in QuickBooks if you create a new one here. 

A shortcut to the checklist for this case is provided here for your convenience.  

 

A shortcut to the insurance policies for this case is provided here for your 
convenience. You can enter the insurance information and print claim forms or 
proof of death forms from this screen. See Chapter 10 for details. 

A list of insurance policies entered above can be printed to verify information 
with the informant.. 

 

You can set up periodical payments if necessary.  A payment book and payment 
schedule can be printed. 

 

Printing Bills  
TerraPro comes supplied with many billing formats but can be customized to print almost any 
type of bill you wish.  Complete instructions for modifying bills are beyond the scope of this 
manual, but TerraPro personnel will be happy to assist you in achieving the results you desire. 

When you press print, you are presented with a choice as to whether you want to show payments 
that have been made. Click on the check box if you wish payments to be shown.: 

Let’s choose Invoice.  Next, we have a list of possible formats for the bills. These are setup for 
you when TerraPro is installed but can be added to, deleted or revised. 

 
Figure 52 - Choice of Bill Formats 

For now, just choose the Bill with Payments. You will see a bill that looks something like the 
following: 
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Figure 53 - Standard Invoice 

You can preview each of the billing formats provided to understand the differences in each. If 
you don’t check the detail payments box, the payments will be summarized: 

 
Figure 54 - Detail Invoice, Summarized Payments 

 

Next let’s look at Statements. Click on the button labeled Statement of Goods. You will see this 
dialogue box:: 
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Figure 55 - Statement of Goods Dialogue Box 

This screen allows you to choose the Statement of Goods format to be used (if left empty, 
STATEMENT.FRX is used). The Pre-need Funeral Contract separates the Guaranteed and Non-
Guaranteed items. Uncheck the Show Prices box if you want a blank form to use at the 
arrangements conference.   

There are several formats supplied with TerraPro, and others are available: 
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Figure 56 - Statement of Goods and Services 
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A Pre-Need contract looks like this, with Guaranteed and Non-Guaranteed items separated: 

 
Figure 57 - Pre-need Contract Statement of Guaranteed and Non-Guaranteed Items 
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Linking to Other Accounting Software  
TerraPro links its Accounts Receivable data to Intuit’s QuickBooksTM.  If you have QuickBooks 
and would like to link to it, our staff can help you make this happen. If you would like to do-it-
yourself, the steps are as follows: 

1. Indicate to TerraPro that you want to link to QuickBooks by going to the Utility 
Menu, Setup and checking the box indicating you want to link to Accounting 
Software.  Choose QuickBooks, and then double click to navigate to the path where 
the QBW file (your company data in QuickBooks) is installed.  If you are on a 
network, you need to make sure all users have access to that folder. You will also 
have to setup Sales Tax Rates if your branches charge different sales tax rates.  

 
Figure 58 - Upper Right Portion of Setup Screen 

2. On your General Pricelist Screen, indicate the QuickBooks item name for EACH 
pricelist item.  If you use sub-accounts, separate the names of the accounts with a 
colon, as shown below. 

 
Figure 59 - Pricelist Screen with QuickBooks Link Activated 
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3. The Casket, Vault and Other Merchandise Screens also need these item names or 
the QuickBooks Link will fail: 

 
Figure 60 - Merchandise Screen - note QuickBooks Income Item Description 

4. That is it!  Now TerraPro will automatically update QuickBooks whenever you make 
changes in a bill.  Payments and adjustments will also be sent to QuickBooks. 
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Insurance Policies 
Insurance forms can really slow your day down. Wouldn’t it be great 
to enter the insurance information in one place and then print the 
appropriate form? Read on! 

Note: 

Not every insurance company’s forms are included with TerraPro, but 
any insurance company’s forms can be added. We will show you how to 
scan a new form, add it to the list of insurance forms, and populate it with 

the appropriate information 

Anyone who has ever filled out a form (who hasn’t?) is familiar with the idea of 
forms and data. A blank form is filled in with data that you gather and place in 
the correct areas of the form.  Same applies here! 

Getting a form into the computer is simple: 

 You use your scanner (or hire someone to scan the forms for you), save the form as 
either a jpg or bmp type file (both work with TerraPro, and so does a png file3).  

 You add the form to the TerraPro list of forms 

 You modify the form and add the appropriate data items.4 

Turn the page to get started. 

 

Typically, you can call or write an insurance company and ask them to send or 
fax you a Life Insurance Claim Form.  Many insurance companies have their 

 
3 These abbreviations refer to the file extension for a given picture (a file extension is what comes after the period in a 
filename. 

4 This is the hardest part, but the most fun once you get the hang of it.  TerraPro personnel will be happy to assist you in 
this step. 
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forms online. For example, Standard Insurance Company’s Proof of Death Claim Form is 
available at http://www.standard.com/eforms/1794.pdf 

If you bring the form up on their website, your browser will give you the opportunity to save the 
form. For example, if you use Chrome™ as your browser, you move your mouse to the lower 
right area of the screen and you will see a series of buttons that allow you to print or save the pdf 
document: 

 
Sample Insurance Form found online with save options in Chrome Browser 

If you use Internet Explorer™ as your internet browser, your screen may look like this: 

 
Internet Explorer’s save button is at the top of the browser screen. 

Regardless of which browser you use, once you save the PDF to your computer, we are ready to 
convert it to something TerraPro can use.5 

We mentioned the bmp or jpg format as a file format that can be used as a background for our 
form design.  Converting to those formats can be handled easily by Adobe Acrobat (full version), 
or some inexpensive pdf converters found on the internet.  Here is one we use: 

 
5 It would be great if FoxPro, which TerraPro is written in, supported a pdf document as a background in our forms, but it 
doesn’t! 

http://www.standard.com/eforms/1794.pdf
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http://www.pdf2bmp.com/ - just upload your pdf and they will convert and send it back as a jpg 
file. 

Alternatively, you can scan a printed form into your TerraPro folder and save it as a jpg or bmp 
file. 

Now we are ready to add the form to TerraPro’s forms list.  Click on Forms and 
Reports from the main TerraPro menu: 

 

Choose Show Insurance Forms from the Form Selection Screen: 

 

Now you can see any insurance forms that may already be setup in your system. 

 

(If there are no insurance claim forms in your copy of TerraPro, a sample one from Standard Life 
Insurance is included and you can add it to your list by answering yes to the question that comes 
up when you choose Show Insurance Forms.) 

The ONLY way to add a new form is to CLONE (COPY) an existing form that is similar to the 
one you are creating.  This saves you the time of creating a form from scratch. 

Click on the form you wish to copy so that it is highlighted: 

S E T T I N G  U P  

T H E  F O R M  
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The button to Clone this Form will show up. Click it! 

Give the form a name and a 5 character Form Code Name6: 

 

After you type the Form Code, the Scan 
Form button will become visible and you 
can scan the form from your scanner. It 
will be saved in your TerraPro folder and 
will be named after the form code (in this 
case, NEWLF.bmp) We save in bitmap 
form so that the form is clear and bright. 
You can convert it later to any format you 
want. Ignore the FoxPro Commands 
unless you know what they should be. 
Click Save/Exit and the form will be 
added to your list. 

If you already have insurance forms in your system and would like to convert them to be on 
the Insurance Forms list, just highlight the form on your standard forms list, click Setup Form, 
and change the Type of Form to INSURANCE. 

This completes adding forms. You may add other forms, or proceed to the next step to add data 
to the forms. 

 
6 The form code name doesn’t matter to us – it is for the computer to use to make sure it has the right form even if you 
change the name of it.  It will be checked to make sure it isn’t already in use. 
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We will now move to the Insurance Screen, where the data for the forms will be 
added, and the forms modified and printed. 

Remember, when we created the forms, we just made copies of existing forms, so 
the form(s) you created above won’t have the correct form or data. That’s what 
we’ll do now. 

Click the Edit Survivors Button on the TerraPro main menu. 

 

 

Then click the Insurance Policies Button on 
the Survivors screen. (The Insurance 
Policies can be reached from the person 
responsiblevivor record.) 

 

Now you can see The Insurance Policy 
Screen: 

 

You can move through the various policies by using the navigation buttons, print a policy, add 
new policies or edit the existing policy and beneficiary information. 

If you have multiple policies from the same insurance company, you can easily add them without 
retyping all the information.  When you click add, just say yes to the question about using current 
information. 

If the insurance company information is not on the pulldown list of companies, right-click the list 
button to add a new insurance company (HIGHLY RECOMMENDED) (see page 24 for more 
information on how to edit locations such as insurance companies.)  

P U T T I N G  
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The last step is to choose what form you want to use for this insurance company.  Since you have 
already created the form, Click Edit and use the Claim Form Report pulldown list to select it. 
Click Save, and the Click Print and choose to modify the form.  Here you will change the form 
you Cloned in the steps above, and change the background and data items to match the form. See 
next chapter, Modifying Reports and Forms for more help, or call TerraPro personnel at 513-484-
9729 for remote support. 

When you print insurance forms, keep in mind that some forms want to list ALL policies, and 
others want only a specific policy.  For this reason, before you print, you will be asked whether 
you want to show all policies for the deceased, or only this policy.  If the deceased has multiple 
policies with the same beneficiary, you can enter them all on one record, separated by commas. 

This chapter has hopefully made it easier for you to handle the insurance forms that come your 
way. Use the space below to add any notes for yourself or others. 
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Modifying Forms, Reports and 
Cards 
TerraPro has extensive tools to help you create new forms, reports 
and memorial merchandise.  A little study of how these work can pay 
off with improved productivity and a sense of understanding how the 
data you have entered can be retrieved. 

Warning: 

You must be the curious type to be effective at modifying forms, etc.  If 
you have fear of computers or are afraid you might make things worse, 
this chapter might not be for you.  However, if you follow the precautions 

covered here, there is no reason that anyone cannot learn how to change forms and 
reports. Learning FoxPro’s quirks and tricks is key to becoming proficient in 
modifying forms and reports. 

One of the questions that bugs users a lot is “What happens to the data when I 
type it in to the screens?” 

The simple answer is that it is stored on the computer’s hard drive. For those 
interested, a hard drive is actually a metal disk inside a case inside you computer box which spins 
very fast (7200 rpm is not uncommon) and is magnetically charged in tiny, tiny increments into 
plus and minus electrical charges.  These charges can be remembered by the disk because they 
stay there even when the power is shut down.  Starting your computer activates a file access 
system (Windows) which can also run programs (TerraPro) which can “read” the magnetic 
charges on the disk and convert them to data, pictures, forms etc.  Sounds like magic, doesn’t it? 
The amazing thing is that this data is stored much the same way that telegraph messages were 
sent in the early part of the twentieth century. Each step along the way, data has remained 
compatible with the old binary method of coding letters and numbers first established by Western 
Union! 

So much for the GeekSpeak! We don’t need to know about binary coding or any of these 
details, fortunately! 
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It is helpful to know, though, about databases, and specifically data tables, 
which are like phone books: they provide a list of information in a specific 
order.  The advantage to computer data tables is that they can be re-
arranged in any order, queried for records that match a certain set of 

criteria, copied, modified, edited and deleted.  So it’s like having a phone book that would allow 
you to look up a name if you knew the phone number, instead of the other way around. 

FoxPro is the leading database language used around the world to track information, write 
programs and reports. Most of the funeral home software available today is written in FoxPro, 
and for good reason.  Its’ lightning-fast data retrieval and simple yet powerful programming 
language make it the ideal choice. Microsoft has a long-term commitment to improving and 
marketing FoxPro, and although you may not see it for sale in the computer stores, it is behind 
the scenes in a lot of businesses, tracking inventory, sending direct mail, fulfilling magazine 
subscriptions.  Even the Air Force uses FoxPro! So you are in good company. 

 

Data Tables are like ledgers – rows and columns of data tabulated 
 (“table-ized”).  Here is an example: 

First Name Last Name Address  City  State ZIP 
1 David  Haldeman 6404 Coffey St Cincinnati OH 45230 
2 Karen  Haldeman 6404 Coffey St Cincinnati OH 45230 
3 Josh  Haldeman 6558 Corbly Rd Cincinnati OH 45230 
4 Trella Romine  1536 Whetstone Caledonia OH 43314 
5 Jed  Haldeman 2476 Adams St. Columbus OH 43202 
 

There are five records in this table (data rows). There are six fields (data columns). 

 

When you want to retrieve data, you tell the computer which row to get the 
data from, and then tell it what column you want to print.  For example, 
the data in row 3, column 3 is 6558 Corbly Rd. 

Retrieving data is easy in TerraPro, because we have done the hard work in the background of 
making sure that you are looking at the right row of data when you select which case you are 
working on. Then all you have to do is tell us what column you want to show.  We use the term 
“field” instead of column, but they mean the same thing.  Since data is stored in several different 
tables, it becomes necessary to preface the field name with a table name, like CASES.Last to get 
the last name from the CASES table.  There are tables for survivors, veterans information, billing 
and files for storing locations, staff members and mailing list recipients.  TerraPro takes care of 
finding the data for you, all you have to do is tell it what data you want printed on a form or report. 

Although we make a distinction between these types of computer output, 
they are really all from the same FoxPro Report Designer. 

We only call them by different names so that your job of getting the 
paperwork out is easier.  It’s called “Divide and Conquer”.  If we listed all 

the forms and reports in one big list, it would be harder to find the report or form you wanted. 

Ok, so why call them forms and reports? 

A form is usually based on a pre-printed form that used to be manually filled-out by hand or with 
a typewriter. It typically deals with information for just one case. Forms and Cards are examples. 
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A report is a list or reporting of data for more than one case: for example a Sales Tax Report will 
show all the taxable sales and tax collected for a given period. 

 

FoxPro gives us the ability to use the Report Designer for either type of output. 

 

Let’s Do It! 

First, we’ll take a look at a simple form to see how information shows up on 
the form, and how we make it show up. 

 

Open TerraPro, if not already open, and go to Forms on the Main TerraPro Screen. You will see 
a list somewhat like the one below: 

 
Figure 61 - TerraPro Forms List 

 You should have a form called ID Tag.  This is the federally required casket id tag that is slipped 
into a tube on the side of the casket to identify the remains. 

When you print it, it looks like this: 

F O X P R O  
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Figure 62 - ID Tag 

When select a form to print, remember that you are given the choice to Modify: 

 

If you were to choose Modify instead of Preview, you would see the following screen: 

 
Figure 63 - The FoxPro Report Designer editing idtag.frx 

Let’s notice some things right away.  Compare Figure 75 (above) with Figure 74 (previous page). 
Some words are the same, such as the captions below the lines. Others seem to be some kind of 
code. The captions are text, and within TerraPro, cannot be edited.  However they can be 
formatted or deleted. Let’s change the caption labeled “Name of Deceased” so that it is bold face 
type. Click on top of the words “Name of Deceased” and they will be selected. You can tell they 
are selected because four little “handlebars” appear at the corners of the object. (An object is one 
of the items shown on the screen, such as deceased, “Date of Birth”, etc.) 
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Now pull-down the Format Menu at the top of the screen by clicking once on it: 

 

When you open the Format Menu, slide the mouse down to highlight the Font choice. Notice that 
it has an ellipse (…) after it.  That means choosing it will bring up more choices. Go ahead and 
click on it.  You will see the Font Dialogue Box. 
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Figure 64 - Font Dialogue Box 

There are lots of things about this text object we could change. Each one of them is called a 
property. For instance the font name could be changed, or the style (regular, italic, bold, bold 
italic) or we could choose to underline the text, etc. This is just like the font dialogue box in other 
Windows programs and in fact is a part of Windows, not FoxPro or TerraPro.  So if you have 
used a word processor like Microsoft Word or Word Perfect or Microsoft Works, you probably 
have used this same box to change fonts. 

Let’s make a simple change. Click on Bold Italic and then click OK.  You will be back at the 
FoxPro Report Designer and you will see that the caption has changed to look like this: Name of 
Deceased 

Italics make the letters slanted, as you probably were aware. It looks a little strange to have one 
of the captions in Bold Italics and the others in Regular, but let’s take a look at the finished product 
before we change the other captions. 

To save your work, we recommend pressing CTRL-W.  This is the fast way to Save and Close at 
the same time.  You could click on File, Save and then File, Close, but why click four times when 
you can do it all with two keystrokes?  Of course, you could just press Escape to indicate you 
want to leave, and then the program would ask 

 

to which you would have to answer No by clicking on No or pressing N, and then click on File, 
Save, File, Close anyway.  The only time you will use Escape is when you DO NOT want to save 
your work because you were playing around or made a serious error and want to leave the editing 
process before things get worse!  If you answer Yes to the above question, then none of the 
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changes we made would be saved and everything would be the way it was.  It’s kind of nice 
knowing you have an out when learning new things, isn’t it? 

If you want to save your work in increments, you can press CTRL-S after making a change that 
you know is right, then continue making other changes, saving only when you know everything 
is ok.. 

 

You can choose File, Preview to see what your changes will look like BEFORE 
saving them.  This lets you try things without penalty of making a change you 
don’t like. 

 
Figure 65 - Previewing before saving 

Just like before, click on File, then slide the mouse down to Print Preview and click.  You will 
see a preview of your changes: 

 

This kind of change is called a cosmetic change, because it really doesn’t change the data, just 
the way it looks.  It’s now up to you to decide if you want all the captions in Bold Italics or revert 
back to the old way by pressing Escape when in the Report Designer. 

WARNING: DO NOT press the Print Icon shown at the right of the Print Preview box (blue 
caption with arrows and 100% above).  This will cause an ID tag to be printed for everyone in 

your case file. To end the preview, press ESCape or click on the Exit button  

P R E V I E W I N G  
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Let’s make another change to this form.  Supposing the ID Tag had to be printed with the 
deceased’s last name first, then first and middle, like Doe, John Allen. Or even better, let’s say 
the requirement was that the last name must be UPPER CASE, like DOE, John Allen. 

Return to the Modify screen if not already there, following the steps outlined above. 

This time, double-click the box with the word deceased in it. 

 
Figure 66 - Report Expression Builder 

The Report Expression Builder box allows you to change the data (expression) that will appear 
on the form. Notice that the word deceased is highlighted. If you start typing from the keyboard, 
you will replace the word deceased with whatever you type. Type the following: CASES.Last  
(you can type the capital letters as shown or all lower or upper case, but it makes it easier to 
understand if you use the convention shown, so please follow it.)  Then click on OK and click 
File, Preview. 

 

Now we have just the last name from the CASES file. 

Let’s add the first name to this.  Press Escape to get back to the Report Designer. Double-click 
the box that now says CASES.Last, and change it to read as below: 
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Click OK and Preview: 

 

Not quite what we are after, is it? The problem lies in the way FoxPro Data Tables are set up.  
When we make a column for Last name or First name, we have to tell FoxPro in advance how 
many characters we expect the Last name to take up.  Obviously, Bach is shorter than 
Tchaikovsky, but we have to allow for the longest name we expect to encounter. So we have 
allowed 15 characters for the last name.  Since Duffus is only 6 characters, we have 9 spaces after 
the last name, then the first name.  To show only the name and not all the empty spaces, we TRIM 
the trailing and leading spaces using a function called ALLTRIM.  Functions are little computer 
programs already in FoxPro or TerraPro that you can use to alter the way data looks. To use a 
function, state the function name, then surround the data to be altered with parentheses: 
ALLTRIM(CASES.Last).  Edit the box again, changing the data expression as shown in Figure 
79: 

 
Figure 67 - Expression Builder Detail 
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Because this expression is too long to see in the box, you can click on the ellipse (…) at the end 
of the box to open the Expression Builder and see more of what you are typing. Notice we have 
now told the computer to print the last name (trimmed) plus the first name (trimmed). Click OK  
and then OK again and then File, Print Preview and let’s take a look at what we have done:  

 

Whoops! Now we don’t even have a space between the last and first names! We can fix that by 
editing once again. Press ESCape and double-click again on the box we have been editing. 

This time we’ll do it right.  Type the expression as shown below: 

ALLTRIM(CASES.Last)+”, “+ALLTRIM(CASES.First)+” “+ALLTRIM(CASES.Middle) 

Note the quotation marks – use either single or double quotes, but always use the same for opening 
and closing. Also note that there is a space after the comma within the quotes because we want a 
space after the comma when we print Doe, John Allen.  All we are doing is adding words and 
punctuation together, sort of like vocabulary math. 

Now this will give you what you want, except for the upper case last name.  Fortunately, FoxPro 
gives us a function for upper case, called UPPER! Edit your expression builder to read as follows: 

UPPER(ALLTRIM(CASES.Last))+”, “+ALLTRIM(CASES.First)+” “+ALLTRIM(CASES.Middle) 

Be sure to get the correct number of parentheses right.  Always match beginning and ending 
parentheses within an expression.  Now click File, Print Preview and here are the results: 

 

Whoopee! We got it right.  Now if you like what you have done, you can save it with CTRL-W 
as we discussed above. Otherwise, press ESCape and don’t save changes. The form will be as it 
was when we started this chapter, and someone else can practice the changes. 

It is beyond the scope of this manual to teach EVERYTHING about making forms, but with a 
little curiosity and snooping around the existing forms, you can pick up a lot of the “tricks of the 
trade”. 
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Modify Obituary Writer 
 

Let’s Do It! 

Here’s a resource you may not have been aware of: 

Go to the Obituary tab of the Case Data screens.  You will see a button labeled 
“Modify Obituary Format”. Don’t be afraid, we’re just looking around. When 

you open this screen, you see the FoxPro expressions that will automatically write your obituary 
for you. Click Add, then scroll down to the empty line just added.  In the column labeled “Data 
to Print”, Right-Click and Voila!, you will see a table of expressions for almost every function 
available in TerraPro. 

Copy them down, or better yet, highlight them with the shift and arrow keys and then use CTRL-
C to capture the expression, then use CTRL-V to paste it into the expression builder when you 
are modifying reports.  (Of course you could also refer to Appendix C which has them all listed, 
but then you wouldn’t have learned about the obituary format writer!) 

Oh yes, as usual, press ESCape to leave the expression list without choosing one. 

See Appendix D for more about the Obituary Writer. 
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Crematory 
The Crematory module is available as an add-on to TerraPro. A 
separate company is setup for the crematory cases.  A special screen 
lets you import cases from your other branches, or you may enter 
cases for cremation cases from other funeral homes.  You can then 
send statements to those funeral homes for the services rendered. 

If the crematory module is installed, you will have a menu choice on the TerraPro Main 
Menu to open the cremation screens: 

The screen looks like this: 
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If you have entered the case into TerraPro screens, you can import that data using the Import 
button.  You will be presented with a composite list of all cases for all branches, and you can 
search by last name by starting to type the last name. 

Alternatively, you could enter the information here.  However, that will not allow for billing using 
your price list for the Cremation Company. We recommend entering the case first into TerraPro 
and assigning a Person Responsible (PR code) for payment.  If it is another funeral home, make 
PR the MAIN relationship, and you will be able to choose from a list of previously used funeral 
homes. 

When it is time to send statements to the funeral homes you serve, go to the billing tab and choose 
Print Statements for Range of Dates to print all open invoices for those dates. 
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Utilities 
There are lots of other things you can do in TerraPro! Here is a 
detailed explanation of each of the items on the Utility Menu. 

 
Figure 68 - Utility Menu 

Open the Utility Menu by clicking on Utilities on the Main TerraPro Menu bar. 

We will explore each item on the next few pages. 
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What’s the good in entering all this data over the years if you can’t retrieve it 
quickly?  This utility will let you find names of people or text you might have 
entered in obituaries or other locations. 

 
Figure 69 - Search Dialogue Box 

If you enter the last or first name of an individual, TerraPro will search for that individual in the 
survivors file.  If you enter Text, you will be asked what text you want to search.  Let’s try a name. 
For example, someone may call and say “This is Sarah. You buried my husband a few years ago 
and I would like to make arrangements for Pre-need.” And you can’t recall her first name, 
although you don’t want to ask. Just type Sarah into the First Name area, and click Search. 

 
Figure 70 - Name Search Results 

Select the correct name by clicking on it and then clicking the Open this Case button. Then you 
can open the case associated with the name you entered, and retrieve data as needed. 
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Wouldn’t it be great to have instant recall of any text you ever entered into 
comments, obituaries, fraternal or memorials areas?  You can!  Just type 
the text into the box on the search screen and TerraPro will recall that item 
and highlight the text using <<highlighted text>> delimiters. 

 
Figure 71 - Searching for Text 

Here are the results: 

 
Figure 72 - Search for “Harding High School” Results 

If the results shown do not match what you were trying to find, you can click on the Keep 
Searching Button or start a New Search. Or you can go immediately to this case using the Open 
this Case Button. 

 

This function is used mainly when you want to copy a case from Pre-need 
to At-Need.  Clicking on it will bring up the company selection menu 
(minus the company you are currently in).  Use the mouse to point to the 
Pre-need company (or other branch if copying between branches) 
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Figure 73 - Branch or Company to Copy FROM 

You will be asked to choose a case to copy.  Enter a few letters of the last name and TerraPro will 
find a close match and let you choose: 

 
Figure 74 - Choosing a Case to Copy 

Or you could right-click to put the list in order by File Number.  Choose the right case, then 
answer the questions presented.  TerraPro will automatically assign the next case number, but 
you can override it if you wish.  The case will then be copied into the current company.  If you 
wish for it to remain in the other company as well, answer No when asked if you want it deleted. 

This function is used when you need to move a case from one computer to 
another.  For example, you may be using a laptop computer to make 
arrangements at a nursing home or residence or other location. Feel free to enter 
the case, then copy it to RAM Drive or a 3.5” floppy disk and take the disk to the 
office so that the case may be copied into the TerraPro data files.  This requires 
that TerraPro be setup for use on the laptop or other non-networked computer.  

TerraPro personnel can do this for you at a nominal cost. 
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This allows you to add a new case for the spouse of someone you 
previously buried. Family information common to both spouses is copied 
to save re-entry. Use this option carefully – remember that family 
information can change in the time since the original spouse died. 

Occasionally, your file numbers may need adjusting. This utility quickly 
re-numbers any file number to another, and checks to make sure you are 
not duplicating a file number already in existence. 

Occasionally, your case file may become overly large.  After about 6000 
to 10,000 cases are entered, the computer may slow to a few seconds 
refresh time when selecting a case. If you think this may be a problem on 
your computer, ask TerraPro personnel to create an archive company and 

move survivors to that company. When needed, the information will be copied from the archive. 

Usually this is used only when a case was entered twice by mistake or 
when you entered a practice case that needs deleted. Once you have 
used this function, you will not be able to retrieve the data, so be sure 
before proceeding. 

TerraPro uses indexes to keep things in order ad provide a quick way to 
retrieve information.  It is possible that these indexes can get damaged, and 
unexpected results will happen.  If you see any errors like “Index does not 

match database” or other index related problems, try the Re-Index before calling us.  This may 
fix the problem. 

Since indexing requires exclusive use of TerraPro data files, you must make sure NO ONE ELSE 
HAS TERRAPRO OPEN ON THEIR COMPUTER before re-indexing. 

 

Setup is covered in Appendix B 

 

This function allows you to print monthly statements for everyone in the 
Accounts Receivable List.  You are given full control over which bills to 
print and what billing format to use. You can even print labels or 2 or 3 up 
statements on special perforated stock. 

This is a quick way to provide for financing for your clients so that they 
might pay their bill over time.  You can enter the financed amount, the 
percentage rate and the length of the loan, and then print out an 
amortization schedule. 

Every version change in TerraPro comes with a listing of the changes made 
since the last version.  It is helpful to read this list to keep up with changes 
in the program. 

TerraPro can handle Burial Permit Tracking for Deputy Registrars. This 
option is extra cost, and can be added to your system upon request. 
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If you have purchased the option crematory package for TerraPro, this will allow 
you to access it. 

This is for TerraPro personnel to use during a Remote Access Rescue Session to 
fix problems.  It is not recommended for use unless told to do so or you feel very 
confident working with FoxPro data files. Internet Remote Support is available 
24-7 from TerraPro Staff by clicking the Rescue button on the Main TerraPro 

Screen.  You will be taken to a website where you can enter a 6 digit PIN to allow knowledgeable 
helpdesk staff to guide you to an answer, or merely fix a problem or add a new form. 

C R E M A T O R Y  

.  ( D O T  

P R O M P T )  
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Appendix A - Behind the 
Scenes 
You may be curious about how the data in TerraPro is stored and 
what happens behind the scenes.  If not, skip this section! 

FoxPro and TerraPro 
TerraPro uses Microsoft FoxPro™ to both store data and as a programming language. In fact the 
name TerraPro reflects the combination of Terradise Computer Systems and FoxPro.  This 
language is used by most of the funeral home software packages available today.  The reason is 
simple: FoxPro provides the best tools for storing, retrieving and presenting data using a language 
that has its roots in the dBase, an early database language derived from the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory Viking Mission data storage system.  (If it’s good enough for NASA, it will probably 
do for us!) 

If you haven’t read Chapter Ten, Modifying Reports, Forms and Cards, please do so before 
continuing.  It will greatly enhance your understanding of what is to follow. 

 The data used in TerraPro is stored in the following data tables: (nn refers to a two-digit number 
which corresponds to the company number (01, 02, 03, 99 etc) 

TPCASEnn.DBF  Vital Statistics about the deceased 
TPSURVnn.DBF  Survivor or People Information 
TPVETSnn.DBF  Veterans Information 
TPMASTnn.DBF  Billing Master File 
TPTRANnn.DBF  Billing Transaction File  
ARCUSTnn.DBF  Customer File 
ARCASHnn.DBF  Cash Receipts File 
ARINVTnn.DBF  Price Lists (General, Casket, Vault, Etc.) 
TPCREMnn.DBF  Crematory Information File 
TPGOODnn.DBF  Goods & Services Description File (one for each default bill) 
                                               
SYSDATA.DBF  System Setup File 
TPDATA.DBF  Data about Data! (Metadata) 
TPSTAF.DBF  Staff Information File 
TPLOCA.DBF  Hospital, Cemetery Location File  
TPRELA.DBF  Relationship Lookup File  
TPFORM.DBF  Forms Description File 
TPROMP.DBF  Prompts for Screens, Windows  
TPVERSE.DBF  TerraPro Card Shop Verse File  
TPLETTER.DBF  Letters Description File 
TPSTATES.DBF  State Lookup File 
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SYSTABL.DBF  List of Forms, Reports, Cards 

When you start TerraPro, the first file opened is SYSDATA.DBF  
This file lists all your branches (“companies”) and allows you to choose which 
one you want to work with. This file records the company number, name, 

address, tax rate, and many other data items that are unique to this particular branch. 

The table named TPDATA.DBF is where TerraPro gets information about what 
files to open when TerraPro starts up. It also knows the structure (what data fields 
are in the file) so that any changes to data fields are made in this file and this file 

is updated whenever you run the automatic update. 

Because you can have up to 99 branches for which you track data, and the data is stored in separate 
files for each branch, TerraPro assigns a number from 01 to 99 to each branch, and appends the 
number to the case files name to keep the data separate. When you select which “company” or 
branch that you want to work with, you are really saying, “Open the files that end in 01 or 02 or 
03, etc.” 

Some of the files are used by all branches in common, such as the staff listing, the list of forms 
used, the locations of various nursing homes, hospitals, cemeteries, etc. and other system-wide 
data. 

 

Next, the staff file is opened, in order to provide lists for choosing Funeral 
Director, Embalmer, Doctors and Clergy.  This is a file common to all branches, 
so when a doctor is used at one branch, he can be selected from another branch 

without re-entry. 

 

The locations file is opened, providing pull-down lists of Cemeteries, Hospitals, 
Nursing Homes and other locations you have used in the past. 

 

Knowing the relationships between people are critical in the funeral business. In 
order to standardize these relationships, a series of two character codes is used.  
Here is where they are stored. 

 

The names of the forms you use are stored in this file, along with any commands 
which tell TerraPro what data is needed to be gathered before the form is printed. 

 

Because some versions of TerraPro support foreign languages, a method of 
storing certain prompts and data headings was devised so that the text could be 
derived for other languages.  This file may or may not be used by your version of 

TerraPro. 

 

S Y S D A T A . D B F  

T P D A T A . D B F  

T P S T A F . D B F  

T P L O C A . D B F  

T P R E L A . D B F  

 T P F O R M . D B F  

T P R O M P . D B F  
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Price lists are stored in this file. Each branch can have its own price list. 

 

The default bill is stored in this file, and it acts as a template for the other 
default bills, such as direct cremation or immediate burial, or other package 
plans. 

 

If you have the optional crematory program, this file is used for 
information about the cremains 

. 

 

This file contains the list of verses or prayers which are printed on 
memorial folders, prayer cards or other memorial merchandise. 

 
 

The letters you can send to families, contacts or businesses are stored 
here.  Remember that FoxPro can store long text in Memo fields and 
using special commands, that text can be merged with data. 

 

This is a lookup table to assure that you are using the correct 
abbreviations for the 50 states. 

 

Lastly, this file is used to list all the forms and cards in your system. This 
file is redundant, in that it contains the same data as TPFORM.DBF, so it 
may go away in future versions of TerraPro. 

Each of the above tables has many fields of data within the file.  To see a complete description of 
the data stored in it, run the Data Dictionary Report on the Reports List.  (If you do not have this 
report, please contact us at 513-484-9729) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A R I N V T N N . D B F  

T P G O O D . D B F  

T P C R E M . D B F  

T P V E R S E . D B F  

T P L E T T E R . D B F  

T P S T A T E S . D B F  

S Y S T A B L . D B F  
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Modify (Browse) Billing Format  
Back in Chapter Eight, Price Lists, you were told you could setup a wide variety of billing formats 
for Direct Cremation, Immediate Burial etc.  There is a button on that setup screen (Choose Price 
Lists from the Main TerraPro Menu, then Edit Default Bill) as shown below: 

 
Figure 75 - How to modify bill to allow description edit 

When you have the checkbox checked, and then select a billing format to modify, you will be 
presented with the following browse of data: (it has been scrolled down to show the pertinent 
items) 

 
Figure 76 - Browsing the Default Bill File 

Pay close attention to the left hand column labeled Group.  This is the key to how items are 
grouped on your bills.  Notice that some of the items have a C, V, G, H, T or Z after the group 
number.  This is a code to allow TerraPro to decide how to format the items when they appear on 
the editing screen. C is reserved for the casket line, V for the vault.  Headers are identified with 
an H. Lines that total the lines in the group have a Z, and sales tax is reserved with T. That leaves 
G, which stands for Get description.  If you put an Upper Case G (not g) after the number, you 
will be able to edit the description.  You may wish to explore other parts of this browse, and if 
you have further questions, TerraPro personnel will be happy to answer them. 
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IT IS NOT RECOMMENDED THAT ANY NEW ROWS BE ADDED TO THIS TABLE, OR 
THAT THE ORDER BE CHANGED. THIS INFORMATION IS PRESENTED AS 
INFORMATIONAL ONLY 
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Appendix B - Setting up 
Companies  
TerraPro personnel will setup your companies. For further 
information, call us and make notes on this page. 

Occasionally, you may need to change some aspect of your setup, such as Sales Tax Rate, or 
company address or finance charge rate. 

To reach the setup screen, use the Utility Menu on the Main TerraPro Screen and choose Setup. 
You will be setting up information for the currently opened company only, so if changes need to 
be made to all branches, you will have to repeat these steps. 

 
Figure 77 - Setup Editing Screen 

Most of these items are critical to the way TerraPro behaves, so use care in editing 
this screen.  Your funeral home name is licensed to you and cannot be changed 
except by TerraPro personnel. The address and phone, company email and 
website may be changed at will.  Branch name lets you call different branches 

by the familiar names by which you refer to them. The default City/State/County and ZIP are 
what will appear by default as you enter survivors or other data.  The registrar # can be filled in 
if you are a deputy registrar for purposes of filing death certificates or other papers.  

Appendix 
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C O M P A N Y  

I N F O R M A T I O N  
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Link to Accounting Program allows you to export customer and invoice detail to your 
accounting program. You must first setup your accounting program with the items you are selling 
and transfer their descriptions to TerraPro, using the Pricelist Editing Screens. 

Choose which accounting program you are using by pulling down the list and selecting with the 
mouse.  TerraPro currently supports linking to QuickBooks and Xero only. See Page 68 for setup 
instructions. 

Default Payment Terms: Although you can extend terms to any individual contract, these 
establish the normal or default terms. 

Credit Card Surcharge percentage you want to add to total bill to compensate for using credit 
card. 

The Finance Charge rate per month is entered here.  If you never charge finance charges, enter 
0.00. (18% per annum would be entered as 1.50  (1.5 times 12 = 18%)). 

Calculate Tax Per Line should be set to L.  It is possible in some circumstances to change this to 
G, which means to calculate tax on the Total of all taxable items, but most funeral homes now 
use itemized bills, showing the tax charged on each item. 

Set Bill Date to death date or Service Date according to your policies. 

Fiscal Year Ending Date is used merely to inform you of your preference. 

Next Bill Number is the internal billing number to be assigned next. Do not change unless 
instructed by TerraPro personnel. 

Pricelist Effective Date may or may not be referenced on your forms.  See TerraPro personnel to 
determine whether this is used.  It is usually part of the Topline Memo asked for when you print 
the price lists. 

Sales Tax Rate is your local sales tax rate.  If funerals are not taxed in your state, this must be set 
to 0.00. Additional sales tax tables may be created if your business is subject to them. 

Group Tax or Tax by Line is used in the calculation of sales tax.  If G (Group) is chosen, then all 
taxable items are added up and then multiplied by the tax rate.  If L (per Line) is chosen, tax is 
calculated on each item, and then the taxes are added together. 

F I N A N C I A L  

A N D  T A X E S  
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Use Passwords allows you to lock out certain sensitive portions of the program using a two level 
password system.  This may not be fully implemented in your version of TerraPro. 

Backup Interval in days. TerraPro automatically creates a ZIP file of your data when you exit. 
How often this occurs is controlled by this setting.  You can also force a backup on the Utility 
Menu.  You should then backup the file C:\TERRAPRO\VTPBACKUP.ZIP to a ZIP drive, 
RAM Disk, CDR or other removable storage media. (On older installations, the TerraPro folder 
is C:\VTP) 

Timeout Interval determines whether the system will automatically exit the TerraPro program 
after a certain number of minutes without mouse movement.  

Billing Timeout closes the billing screen only after the number of minutes of idle time. 

File Number Format allows you to setup your file numbering scheme.  The suggested format is 
something like 2021-040 for the 40th case in the year 2021. But other schemes are possible.  Here 
are the rules for the File Number Format template: 

 YYYY – year – this will remain constant until changed each new fiscal year. 

nnn – consecutive number.  TerraPro will automatically increment this part of the file number 
as each new case is added.  (This can be as many digits as required to handle your funeral 
home’s annual funeral count.) 

CC – any character 

Last File Number Used lets you reset the file number in case the automatic file numbering 
becomes misaligned. 

P R E F E R E N C E S  
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Email  

Update Website Obits Your website can be updated with case and service information. Choose 
the website provider from the drop down list, and fill in appropriate linking information provided 
by TerraPro or your web host. 

Data File Drive / Directory should NEVER be changed – you will lose contact with your data!  
It should read C:\TERRAPRO on single user systems, or indicate the drive letter of a shared drive 
on a network system (usually T:) Optionally, it can be left blank as it will use the data files in the 
same folder where TerraPro is installed. 

CardShop Data Folder is used for determining where the CardShop will store it’s copies of the 
cards you print.  This can be useful for later archiving or deleting of these files, which store 
information about each card you print. 

Send e-Mails from TerraPro? If you have purchased the optional email add-on. 

Server is for using TerraPro’s Obituary Email Utility. You will also need to know your user 
account and password.  This can be obtained from your Internet Provider or by inspecting the 
settings in Microsoft Outlook. 

 

 

 

 

When you finish making changes or reviewing this screen, you will be asked if you want to 
Update System File.  If you have made changes, say Y for Yes, or N for No if just looking. 

  

L I N K S  
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Adding a Company or Branch 
You can add another branch with the same funeral home name by using the Add Company button. 

Unless previously licensed for other company names, you will not be able to add other branches 
until you contact TerraPro personnel.  At that time, a determination will be made whether you 
must pay for additional branches or not.  
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Appendix C - Expression Listing 
This list is only a sample of the many expressions available in TerraPro. Some are 
FxoPro expressions and others are exclusive to TerraPro.  Use ‘em!  

 (This list is for reference only – use right-click when editing letters or Modifying 
Obituary Format to see the list and automatically type the expression for you) 

Age in Days (if under 1 year)....................... IIF(CASES.AGE < 1,Daysold,'') 
Age in Months (if under 1 year)..................... IIF(CASES.AGE < 1,Monthsold,'') 
Age in Years........................................ CASES.AGE 
Armed Services - puts XX if NOT member.............. IIF(CASES.Armedserv='N','XX',' ') 
Armed Services - puts XX if member.................. IIF(CASES.Armedserv='Y','XX',' ') 
Attorney - Address + Street......................... f0address(SURVIVORS,AT) 
Attorney - City, State  ZIP......................... f0csz(SURVIVORS,AT) 
Attorney - Name..................................... f0name(SURVIVORS,AT) 
Attorney - Phone Number(s).......................... f0phone(SURVIVORS,AT) 
Branch of Service = XX if Air Force................. IIF(UPPER(VETERANS.Branch)='AIR FORCE','XX','') 
Branch of Service = XX if Army...................... IIF(UPPER(VETERANS.Branch)='ARMY','XX','') 
Branch of Service = XX if Coast Guard............... IIF(UPPER(VETERANS.Branch)='COAST 
GUARD','XX','') 
Branch of Service = XX if Marines................... IIF(UPPER(VETERANS.Branch)='MARINES','XX','') 
Branch of Service = XX if Navy...................... IIF(UPPER(VETERANS.Branch)='NAVY','XX','') 
Branch of Service = XX if Other..................... IIF(UPPER(VETERANS.Branch)='O','XX','') 
Business of Deceased................................ ALLTRIM(CASES.BUSINESS) 
Casket Price (number may vary with price list....... getbillitem(35,'price') 
Cemetery - Grave Number............................. ALLTRIM(CASES.Grave) 
Cemetery - Lot Number............................... ALLTRIM(CASES.Lot) 
Cemetery - Lot Owner................................ ALLTRIM(CASES.Lotowner) 
Cemetery - Section.................................. ALLTRIM(CASES.Section) 
Cemetery Location (City, State)..................... ALLTRIM(CASES.LOCATION) 
Cemetery Name....................................... ALLTRIM(CASES.CEMETERY) 
Cemetery Name, City, State.......................... TRIM(CASES.Cemetery)+', '+TRIM(CASES.Location) 
Certified Copies - Qty Ordered...................... ALLTRIM(STR(INT(getbillitem(50,'qtyord')))) 
Certifier - Doctor's Name and Address............... f0name(SURVIVORS,CE)+ ' 

'+f0address(SURVIVORS,CE)+' 
'+f0csz(SURVIVORS,CE) 

Citizenship......................................... ALLTRIM(CASES.Citizenshp) 
City of Death....................................... ALLTRIM(CASES.Citydeath) 
City of Residence - Deceased........................ f0city(SURVIVORS,SE) 
City, Locale or Twp for Death Certificate........... f0twp(SURVIVORS,SE) 
Clergy Name - 1st Clergy............................ f0name(SURVIVORS,C1) 
Clergy Name - 2nd Clergy............................ f0name(SURVIVORS,C2) 
Comments - Line 1................................... MLINE(CASES.Comments,1) 
Comments - Line 2................................... MLINE(CASES.Comments,2) 
Comments - Line 3................................... MLINE(CASES.Comments,3) 
County of Death..................................... ALLTRIM(CASES.Cntydeath) 
County of Residence - Deceased...................... f0county(SURVIVORS,SE) 
Date of Birth - long form (January 26 1945)......... f0longdate(CASES.Birthdate) 
Date of Birth - short form (JAN 26 1945)............ f0shortdate(CASES.Birthdate) 
Date of Burial - Long Form (January 29 1994)........ f0longdate(CASES.Burialdate) 
Date of Burial - Short Form (JAN 29 1994)........... f0shortdate(CASES.Burialdate) 
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Date of Death - long form (January 26 1994)......... f0longdate(CASES.Deathdate) 
Date of Death - short form (JAN 26 1994)............ f0shortdate(CASES.Deathdate) 
Date of Funeral Service (as entered)................ ALLTRIM(CASES.Service) 
Date-Today - long form like January 10, 1994........ f0longdate(DATE()) 
Date-Today - short form (JAN 10, 1994............... f0shortdate(DATE()) 
Deceased's Birthplace (City, State)................. TRIM(CASES->Cityborn)+IIF(.NOT. 

EMPTY(CASES.Statborn),', '+TRIM(CASES-
>Statborn),'') 

Deceased's Date of Birth (Numbers).................. CASES.Birthdate 
Deceased's Date of Burial (Numbers)................. CASES.Burialdate 
Deceased's Date of Death (Numbers).................. CASES.Deathdate 
Deceased's Name / First Middle Last................. deceased 
Deceased's Name / First, Middle, LAST Upper......... ALLTRIM(CASES.First)+ 
IIF(EMPTY(CASES.Middle),'', + 
ALLTRIM(CASES.Middle))+’ ‘ +ALLTRIM(UPPER(CASES.Last)) 
Deceased's Name / Last, First Middle ALLTRIM(CASES.Last)+, +ALLTRIM(CASES.First)+ 

+ALLTRIM(CASES.Middle) 
Deceased's Residence (Address)...................... f0address(SURVIVORS,SE) 
Deceased's Residence (City, State ZIP).............. f0csz(SURVIVORS,SE) 
Deceased's Residence (Street)....................... f0street(SURVIVORS,SE) 
Deceased's Residence - State Only................... f0state(SURVIVORS,SE) 
Deceased's Residence - ZIP Code Only................ f0zip(SURVIVORS,SE) 
Deceased's State of Death........................... ALLTRIM(CASES.Statdeath) 
Disposition......................................... ALLTRIM(CASES.Disposal) 
Education Level of Deceased - Primary............... ALLTRIM(CASES.PRIMARY) 
Education Level of Deceased - Secondary............. ALLTRIM(CASES.SECONDARY) 
Embalmer's FAX  (function can call any field)....... f0field(STAFF,CASES.Embalmer,FAXPHONE) 
Embalmer's License Number........................... f0license(STAFF,CASES.EMBALMER) 
Embalmer's Name..................................... f0name(STAFF,CASES.EMBALMER) 
Father of Deceased.................................. f0name(SURVIVORS,FA) 
Filenumber.......................................... ALLTRIM(CASES.Filenumber) 
Flag Form Remarks - Line 2.......................... f0memo(VETERANS.Flagremark,5,85,2) 
Flag Recipient - Address, Street.................... f0address(SURVIVORS,VETERANS.Flagrecip) 
Flag Recipient - City, State ZIP.................... f0csz(SURVIVORS,VETERANS.Flagrecip) 
Flag Recipient - Name............................... f0name(SURVIVORS,VETERANS.Flagrecip) 
Flag Recipient - Relationship to Deceased........... f0relation(VETERANS.Flagrecip) 
Funeral Director's Name............................. f0license(STAFF,CASES.DIRECTOR) 
Funeral Home Address (Line 1)....................... ALLTRIM(SUBSTR(SYSDATA.ADDRESS,1,35)) 
Funeral Home City, State  ZIP....................... ALLTRIM(SUBSTR(SYSDATA.ADDRESS,36,35)) 
Funeral Home Name................................... m0cname 
Informant FAX  (function can call any field)........ f0field(SURVIVORS,IN,FAXPHONE) 
Informant's Address and City, State  ZIP............ f0address(SURVIVORS,IN)+ 
+f0csz(SURVIVORS,IN) 
Informant's Name.................................... f0name(SURVIVORS,IN) 
Informant's ZIP Code................................ f0zip(SURVIVORS,IN) 
Inside City Limits? Prints Yes, No or Unknown
.................................................... IIF(UPPER(CASES.Inside)=Y,Yes,IIF(UPPER(CAS
ES.INSIDE)=N,No,Unknown)) 
Marital Status...................................... ALLTRIM(CASES.Marital) 
Memorials........................................... ALLTRIM(CASES.Memorials) 
Mother of Deceased.................................. f0name(SURVIVORS,MO) 
Obituary............................................ f0memo(CASES.Obituary) 
Occupation of Deceased.............................. TRIM(CASES.OCCUPATION) 
Origin - Puts X if Hispanic......................... IIF(.NOT. EMPTY(CASES.ORIGIN),'XX',' ') 
Origin - Puts X if NOT Hispanic..................... IIF(EMPTY(CASES.ORIGIN),'X','') 
Origin of Deceased (Hispanic Origin)................ ALLTRIM(CASES.ORIGIN) 
Person Responsible - Address + Street............... f0address(SURVIVORS,PR) 
Person Responsible - City, State  ZIP............... f0csz(SURVIVORS,PR) 
Person Responsible - Name........................... f0name(SURVIVORS,PR) 
Person Responsible - Phone Number(s)................ f0phone(SURVIVORS,PR) 
Phone Number - Home Only - Informant................ f0phone(SURVIVORS,IN,.t.) 
Phone Number - Work Only - Informant................ f0workphone(SURVIVORS,IN) 
Phone Number(s) - Attorney.......................... f0phone(SURVIVORS,AT) 
Phone Number(s) - Certifier (Doctor)................ f0phone(SURVIVORS,CE) 
Phone Number(s) - Clergy/Church..................... f0phone(SURVIVORS,C1) 
Phone Number(s) - Clergy/Church (2nd)............... f0phone(SURVIVORS,C2) 
Phone Number(s) - Informant......................... f0phone(SURVIVORS,IN) 
Phone Number(s) - Person Responsible................ f0phone(SURVIVORS,PR) 
Phone Number(s) - Person Responsible................ f0phone(SURVIVORS,PR) 
Phone Number(s) - Spouse............................ f0phone(SURVIVORS,SP) 
Place of Death - Name of Facility................... ALLTRIM(CASES.Institute) 
Place of Death - Puts X if Dead on Arrival.......... IIF(UPPER(CASES.Placdeath)='DOA','X',' ') 
Place of Funeral Service............................ ALLTRIM(CASES.Place) 
Race of Deceased.................................... ALLTRIM(CASES.RACE) 
Relationship of Deceased to Niece................... f0relation(NC,,.t.) 
Relationship of Informant to Deceased............... f0mainrelation(IN) 
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Sex - Print Male or Female.......................... IIF(UPPER(CASES.Sex)='M',Male,Female) 
Social Security Number.............................. ALLTRIM(CASES.SSN) 
Spouse's Name (maiden name if male deceased)
.................................................... IIF(SUBSTR(CASES.Marital,1,1)='M',IIF(CASES
.Sex='M',f0name(SURVIVORS,WM),f0name(SURVIVORS,SP)),None) 
Spouse's Social Security Number..................... ALLTRIM(CASES.SpouseSSN) 
State - First Funeral Director...................... f0state(STAFF,F1) 
State of Residence - Deceased....................... f0state(SURVIVORS,SE) 
Time of Death....................................... ALLTRIM(CASES.timedeath) 
Time of Funeral Service............................. ALLTRIM(CASES.Timeservic) 
Title for Clergy 1  (Rev., Father, etc)............. f0title(SURVIVORS,C1) 
Vault - Container - Outer Burial Container.......... ALLTRIM(CASES.Vault) 
Veteran's Branch of Service......................... ALLTRIM(VETERANS.Branch) 
Veteran's Date of Entry into Service (numbers....... VETERANS.Entrydate 
Veteran's Date of Exit from Service (numbers)....... VETERANS.Exitdate 
Veteran's Discharge Status (Honorable or Dis-....... ALLTRIM(VETERANS.Discharge) 
Veteran's Flag Recipient............................ f0name(SURVIVORS,FL) 
Veteran's Organization.............................. ALLTRIM(VETERANS.Organizati) 
Veteran's Place of Entry into Service............... ALLTRIM(VETERANS.Entryplace) 
Veteran's Place of Exit from Service................ ALLTRIM(VETERANS.Exitplace) 
Veteran's Rank...................................... ALLTRIM(VETERANS.Rank) 
Veteran's Service = XX if Armed Services............ IIF(UPPER(VETERANS.Vetservice)='A','XX','') 
Veteran's Service = XX if Korea..................... IIF(UPPER(VETERANS.Vetservice)='K','XX','') 
Veteran's Service = XX if Spanish American.......... IIF(UPPER(VETERANS.Vetservice)='S','XX','') 
Veteran's Service = XX if Vietnam................... IIF(UPPER(VETERANS.Vetservice)='V','XX','') 
Veteran's Service = XX if WW I...................... IIF(UPPER(VETERANS.Vetservice)='1','XX','') 
Veteran's Service = XX if WW II..................... IIF(UPPER(VETERANS.Vetservice)='2','XX','') 
Veteran's Service Serial Number..................... ALLTRIM(VETERANS.Servicesn) 
Veteran's VA File Number............................ ALLTRIM(VETERANS.Vafilenum) 
Veteran's War or Period of Service.................. f0vetservice(VETERANS.Vetservice) 
Visitation Days and Times........................... ALLTRIM(CASES.Visitation) 
Words - Funeral Director............................ Funeral Director 
ZIP - First Funeral Director........................ f0zip(STAFF,F1) 
ZIP - Informant..................................... f0zip(SURVIVORS,IN) 
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Appendix D - Supplemental 
Screens 
F L I G H T  I N F O R M A T I O N  

You can enter information about flight schedules complete with notes for the attendant 
accompanying the body to the airport.  Having this information handy with the case information 
can avoid confusion about schedules. 

 

A complete database of all airports in the world is included with this feature.  The schedule 
can be printed: 
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F L O R A L  T R I B U T E S  

As an added service for your families, digital photos of the flowers can be taken and recorded 
within TerraPro.  A list of the tributes, complete with photos can then be given the family for 
acknowledging the expressions of sympathy. 
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C H E C K L I S T  

A checklist of to-dos and tasks can be printed for staff to use.  Clicking the checkbox will 
indicate the task needs done for this case. When the task is completed, Double-Click the 
Completed By column. The user and date and time completed will be filled in automatically. You 
can edit this if desired. 

 This checklist can be modified by right-clicking items to change their descriptions. 

 

You can change the descriptions at the top of the form by right clicking on them. For example 
right-clicking the “Creative Concept” description allows you to enter a different item: 

 

If you want to save this description for future cases, click the button labeled “Save these 
Items as Default”. 

When you start TerraPro, you will be notified of  any items that still have not been 
completed.  (Turn off this feature by clicking cancel on the reminder screen.  You can still 
access the reminders by right-clicking the yellow checkbox menu item on the TerraPro main 
menu) 
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M A N A G E  I M A G E S  

More and more documents are being generated electronically, such as PDF files, Word 
Documents and digital images.  Having a single place to keep these documents, or a place to scan 
paper documents for permanent digital storage is becoming a fast way to retrieve these documents 
for future use.  TerraPro allows you to manage the “paperless” office by storing documents related 
to a case right within the program.  To get started, click the “Manage Images” button to the right 
of the Obituary. 

 

You can store an unlimited number of documents in TerraPro’s filing system, and instantly 
retrieve them.  Document formats include Adobe PDF, Microsoft XPS and MDI, and scanned 
images in JPEG or Bitmap (bmp) formats.  You can also enter a short description of the document, 
including the source and the date received. 

 

On the image list, click the name of the image to bring it up.  If it is a picture, Dbl-click the 
picture to use the Microsoft Windows Picture and Fax Viewer to examine or print the image. 
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O B I T U A R Y  W R I T E R  

This section is for users who feel they can handle a little bit of FoxPro to change the way the 
automatic Obit Writer (CTRL-O) writes the obit.  Others may wish to call Terradise Computer 
Systems, Inc. personnel for help (free for the first few minutes – then we can let you know if you 
are getting into some chargeable time.) 

On the Obituary Page click the button in the 
lower left that says “Modify Obituary Format”: 

This will bring up a pulldown list of the types 
of obituary formats you have stored on your 
computer: 

 

If you choose Standard Obit (the one which CTRL-O writes by default), something like the 
following will appear: 

 

This is nothing more than a list of all the FoxPro expressions (formulas) that construct the 
obituary from the data you have entered.  They do so in the order specified at the left. If there is 
fixed text to put BEFORE the data, the next column shows that text.  

The Data to Print column contains FoxPro expressions or formulas that extract the data from 
the case files. WE DO NOT EXPECT YOU TO MEMORIZE OR KNOW ALL THESE 
EXPRESSIONS.  You can, however, use them as a basis for constructing your own customized 
obituary text. 
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If you click on the button that says “Show Current Obit” you can see how this group of 
expressions produces the obituary.  You can also click the pulldown list and see other formats (if 
they have been saved). 

To see how data items can be added to your obits, scroll to the bottom of the Data to Print 
list, and add a new blank line (if not already a blank line at the end).  Place the mouse on the blank 
Data to Print column, and right-click.  You will see this list: 

 

You can scroll down through this list and choose any FoxPro expression that gives you the 
data you wish to see. Scroll to the appropriate line and press CTRL-W and the expression will be 
pasted to the empty line.  (For a complete list, see Appendix C)  Note that the value of the 
expression is calculated and presented in the third column (far right). 

It is also possible to add new expressions to the list – use CTRL-Y to add a new line. You can 
cut and paste an expression that is close to the one you want, and then modify it.  To find out how 
to use a user-defined function (they start with f0), put a question mark in quotes (“?”) right after 
the first parentheses. When you leave the field, a message will pop up showing the usage of the 
function: 
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You can create new obituary formats by saving one of the existing formats as a new one, then 
modifying the new one to suit.  The new format will be added to the list automatically. 

If your list contains more than one style of obituary, when you press CTRL-O, you will be 
asked to select which style of obituary you wish to use. 

With nearly unlimited obituary formats, and the ability to save up to three obituary styles with 
each case, you should be able to meet the needs of several local papers at the same time. 

A D D I N G  H E A D E R S  T O  M E M O R I A L  C A R D S  

One of the features of CardShop is the ability to edit the card on the screen, without having to use 
the Edit Data button to change information. 

However, the headers (such as DATE BORN, DATE DIED etc.) may need to be adjusted so that 
they can be edited, too.  In the past, the headers were fixed text added to the card in the FoxPro 
Report Generator. 

The current version of TerraPro now allows those headers to be edited by using a reference to 
them such as Header1, Header2, Header3 etc through Header20.   

Edit the Layout of the card by clicking the Modify button: 

 

A warning will come up advising you that you will be making changes to the form.  Click Yes to 
continue.  (if you feel uncomfortable editing a working card, use the “Clone this Card” button to 
make a copy of it – then you can make changes freely without affecting the original) 
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Change your card to match the sample below: 

 

Notice that the ceremony type will be extracted from the CARD.Ceremony field, so it does not 
need a CARD.Header field.  The same applies to the Disposition (Burial, Interment, etc) 

Replace your old fixed headers with new objects as shown next to      above and save the new 
card using CTRL-W. 

The next step is to setup defaults for what those headers will be. 

RIGHT-CLICK the pulldown next to the “Choose Card” selection. You will see something 
like the following: 
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Be careful editing here, this is your master list of cards in the CardShop.  For now, make 
changes ONLY for the card you want to change, add default headers in the Header1, Header2, 
Header3 etc. columns. 

Once you have set the default headers, use CTRL-W to close this window.  You may need to 
click Edit Data, then Refresh Card to have your headers show on the current case, but any new 
cards you create will now have editable headers. 

 

 

 

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

             

 

N O T E S :  
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Appendix E - Crematory 
M A N A G E  Y O U R  C R E M A T O R Y  

With the optional cremation module, TerraPro can work with your existing cases to gather the 
information required for running a crematory.  You will be able to bill other funeral homes for 
performing cremations, and print cremation certificates, cards and reports. 
 
Call Terradise personnel at 513-484-9729 to add this module to your existing TerraPro 
installation. 
 
If you intend to cremate for other funeral homes in your area, a separate company will be added 
to your TerraPro installation.  This will allow you to set up a price list for cremations and other 
services and merchandise you provide. 
 
To access this company, choose it from the list of installed companies from your TerraPro 
opening screen: 
 

 

  

Select the Crematory from your list of installed companies 

Just like in the funeral home version of TerraPro, your cases may be accessed using the pulldown 
menu. But notice the menu selection titled Crematory.  This is how you access the screens which 
show cremation-specific information. 
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   Clicking the Crematory button brings up the Crematory Case Screen: 

 

 
Deceased Vital Statistics 

This is the main editing screen for your crematory. From here you can copy a case from the 
current TerraPro case file, or import one from the other branches.  If the cremation is for another 
funeral home, you can Add a new case and enter the information directly on the screen, and bill 
the charges to the funeral home. 
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Two Scenarios: 
1. If the case is for another funeral home, the billing is done on the TerraPro Billing screen. 

Then a monthly statement can be generated from the Crematory Billing Screen for each 
funeral home you serve. TerraPro personnel will assist you in setting up your crematory 
price list and default bills when you purchase the crematory module. 

2. If the case is from your funeral home, use the Copy option on the crematory screen to 
copy the current TerraPro case into the crematory. You will not need the billing screen 
unless you treat the crematory as a separate accounting entity. 

Process Log: 
The process log lets you keep track of the details of cremation: 

 

 Details like pickup, delivery, urns and personnel are recorded on this screen. When you print the 
process log for your files, all this information is reported, along with emissions, if any: 
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As with all TerraPro forms, this report can be customized for your crematory. 

TerraPro will also print a certificate of cremation and a label 
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Cremation Certificate 

 

 

Label  
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Appendix F – Australian Version 
D I F F E R E N C E S  F R O M  T H E  U . S .  V E R S I O N  

Although TerraPro was written for use in the United States, it can adapt itself to use in Australia.  
When the Setup screen is modified to indicate Australia as the country, several screens change 
their appearance. 

The underlying databases remain the same, but may be presented to the user in a different format 
that that shown in this manual. 

The screens affected include the First Call Screen, and the Edit Case Screens (Vital Statistics, 
Disposition, Services and Obituary) .  In addition, the flag, marker and burial benefits screens 
have been removed and the military benefits are entered on form D307 from the Vital Statistics 
Screen. 

To simplify data entry, the First Call Screen serves also as the launch screen for accessing all 
relevant Australian data: 
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The 2nd tab of this screen includes service information: 
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From these two screens, the user can access the Event Calendar and Billing Screens.  The BDM 
button allows the entry of Birth, Death and Marriage information, as well as parents, spouse(s) 
siblings and children.  This information can then be electronically submitted to the proper state 
authorities’ websites. 

Remember to pass your mouse over each field for tips on entering data into that field. 

The Survivors screen and the Case Data screen as described in the U.S. version in this manual 
can be accessed by RIGHT-CLICKING the menu choices Edit Current Case and Edit Survivors 
in the Australian version. 
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Accounting Software 
Merchandise Items, 77 
QuickBooksTM, 76 
Setup, 76 

Accounts Receivable Report, 44 
Acknowledgement Cards, 33 
Add Case, 4 
adding branches, 114 
After Care, 46, 50 
ALLTRIM() 

when to use, 94 
Arrangement Conference 

entering date and time, 6 
ASD, 15 
Australian Version, 134 
backup 

changing interval, 114 
bill number 

assigning next, 114 
billing, 66 

allow description edit, 110 
date, 71 
discounts, 70 
entering payments, 69 
finance charges, 70 
Item not on pulldown, 59, 68 
modify billing format, 110 
monthly statements, 105 
more than one person, 67 
person responsible, 67 
printed bill formats, 72 
starting, 66 
templates, 61 

bills 
modifying format, 71 
types, 63 

Burial Benefits 
filling in form, 16 

Cards 
adjusting, 36 
Edit Data, 37 
photographs on, 42 
printing, 33 

CardShop 
changing data folder, 114 
Header Editing, 126 

Case List 
Order, 7 

Casket Pictures, 60 
Cemeteries 

editing lists, 22 
cemetery 

lot, section, grave, 39 
centering 

verses, 36 
Checklist, 13, 122 
Choose Company, 2 
Churches 

editing list, 25 
city 

default, 113 
clergy 

editing list, 10 
on list, 55 

Comments, 13 
Company 

Selection, 2 
contact 

first call screen, 6 
copy case 

from another computer, 104 
from preneed, 103 

county 
default, 113 

cremation certificate, 133 
cremation module, 129 
crematory, 106, 129 
data 

apparent loss, 38 
how stored, 86 

Data 
tables, 107 

data directory, 113 
data expressions 

list, 116 
Data Expressions, 49 
Date Entry 

date of death, 5 
Dates 

method of entry, 8 
default 

bills, 61 
defined, 61 

Default Bills 
adding, 63 

Delete a Case, 105 
Dialogue Boxes, 3 
Digital Litho, 60 
discounts, 70 
Doctors 

certifier data, 10 
editing list, 10 
entering new, 10 
on list, 55 

Document Management, 123 
dot prompt, 106 
doublc click 

speed, 2 
duplicate 

Index
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locations, 26 
Edit Case, 7 
E-Litho, 60 
embalmers 

adding or editing, 10 
Envelopes, 53 
Facilities 

choose, 6 
enter new, 6 

Fields 
definition, 6 

file folder labels, 54 
File numbering, 4 

Changing default, 4 
changing format, 114 
changing next, 114 

finance charges, 70 
changing percentage rate, 112 

First Call, 4 
First Call Screen, 5 
Fiscal Year, 113 
Flag 

determining who receives flag, 18 
Flight Information, 10 
Flight Schedules, 119 
Floral Tributes, 121 
fonts 

changing on forms, 90 
form 

definition, 87 
Forms 

copying (cloning), 32 
exporting, importing, 32 
modifying, 32 
printing, 31 

FoxPro, 107 
FTC 

compliance, 57 
funeral directors 

adding, 10 
funeral home name 

changing, 113 
hyphenated names, 5 
icon, 1 
indexes 

re-indexing, 105 
informant, 6 

address & phone, 6 
relationship to deceased, 6 

Insurance 
add forms, 79 
convert existing forms, 82 

itemizing bills, 63 
Jewish Funerals, 13 

labels, 54 
Labels, 53 

locations, 26 
Letters, 48 
locations 

adding, changing, 23 
Locations 

editing, 8 
editing lists, 22 

mailing list 
codes, 56 

Mailing List, 55 
Mailmerge, 50 
Main Screen, 3 
Maps 

Cemetery, 10 
Mass Mailings, 50 
Memorial Folders, 33 
Merchandise Accounting Codes, 77 
Merge 

data into a letter, 49 
Military Honors, 8 
monthly statements, 105 
Mouse 

Right-click, 22 
vs. keyboard, 2 

multiple instances, 2 
Music, 15 
network 

setting up[, 113 
obituary, 7 

automatic writing of, 14 
customizing, 15 
modifying format, 96, 124 

package bils, 63 
Paperless Office, 123 
parentheses 

in expressions, 95 
passwords, 113 
payments 

deleting, 70 
entering on bill, 69 

PDF Files, 123 
person responsible, 67 
Photo 

editing, 14 
Photo Editing, 15 
Photographs 

on cards, 42 
PhotoScape, 15 
pick lists 

how to use, 55 
pictures 

Blank Wallpaper, 3 
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Changing Wallpaper, 3 
on memorial folders, 3 
where stored, 42 

Places 
editing lists, 22 

Post-Service Followup, 46, 50 
Prayer Cards, 33 
price 

changing on bill, 68 
Price List, 57 

adding new items, 59 
item numbers, 58 
package pricing, 63 
packages, 59 
printing, 61 
variable prices, 60 

profit calculator, 71 
quantity 

of item on bill, 69 
QuickBooksTM, 76 
QuickenTM, 76 
Receipts 

printing, 70 
refunds, 70 
Register Book, 40 

Family Record, 39 
printing, 33 

registrar, 113 
relationships, 28 
Religion 

Jewish, 13 
re-number case, 4, 105 
report 

choosing, 44 
definition, 88 

report designer, 88 
Rescue, 106 
return address, 53 
right-click, 22 
Sales Tax 

adjusting rate, 70 
changing default rate, 112 
how calculated, 70 
linking to QuickBooks, 76 

on item, 69 
SBT Accounting 

links, 113 
screen size, 68 
search function, 102 
Ship-in/Ship-out. See Flight information 
size 

verses, 36 
Slide Show, 15 
staff 

on list, 55 
Support, 106 
Survivors 

definition, 28 
entering, 28 
other relationships, 28 
relationships-adding and editing, 28 

Tax 
how calculated, 70 
on an item, 69 

texting, 29 
ToDo List, 122 
tool tips, 8 
Tribute, 15 
TriState Online, 15 
Utility Menu, 101 

using to change setup, 112 
VA Forms 

21-530, 16 
flag, 18 
marker (40-1330), 19 
online, 16 

verses 
centering, 36 

version changes, 105 
Veterans Honors, 8 
Votive Online TerraPro, 15 
Wallpaper 

changing, 3 
none, 3 

Web Pages 
creating from forms, 32 

word count, 15 
Yahrzeit Calendar, 13 
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